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INTRODUCTION

This is a study of the title insurance business. Title insurance

is a very small segment of the giant insurance industry; and probably

because of its relatively small size very little research has been

devoted to it. The only reasonably comprehensive treatment of the

subject is Gage's Land Title Assuring Agencies in the United States ,

which covered the status of title insurance as of the early 1930 's.-^

But the important development of title insvurance has occurred since

the 1930's; its increase in importance has been concomitant vith the

huge expansion of home building and other construction which has occurred

since the end of World War II. Real estate activity in the post-war per-

iod has been stimulated by high rates of family formation, general pros-

perity, and the mortgage insurance and guaranteeing programs of the

Federal Government. Title insurance is, of course, closely dependent

upon real estate activity, particularly mortgage lending. The develop-

ment of mortgage financing on a national scale and the secondary mortgage

market fostered by the Federal National Mortgage Association have been

important influences on the expanding use of title insurance in recent

decades. For lending operations on a national scale, mortgagees need

the assurance of good title which title insurance provides.

'Daniel D. Gage, Jr., Land Title Ass\iring Agencies in the United

States (San Francisco: The Recorder Printing and Publishing Co., 1937)

- 1 -
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In addition to Gage's book there are a limited number of other

sources of information on title insurance. Johnstone's article Title

Insurance which appeared in the Yale Law Journal is an excellent concise

treatment of certain aspects of the subject. ^ The New York State Insur-

ance Department's multi-volume work Examination of Insurance Corapanies

o

has a chapter devoted to title insurance in each of Volumes 1 and k.

The book Public Regulation of Title Ins'jrance Companies and Abstracters ,

written by members of the faculty of the Villanova University School of

Law, is a comprehensive treatment of regulatory aspects.^ The American

Title Association's monthly periodical Ti^.le News is an important source

of general information on title insurance, including some historical

studies of the loss and claim experience of the industry. Very few

other operating statistics have been published.

In fact, title insurance industry statistics have not been

readily available. Best's Insurance Reports do not include title

insurance companies in their compilations. Annual reports of state

insurance commissioners provide very brief coverage of title insurance

companies. The best soxircesof data on title insi;irance company operations

are the annual statements filed by all companies with the various state

insurance departments in which they do business. The data for this

^Quintin Johnstone, "Title Insurance," Yale Law Journal

(February, 1957), PP. ^92-52^.

^New York State Insurance Department, E:camination of Insurance

Companies (N. Y. State Insur. Dept. Vol. 1, 1953, Vol. k, 195^)

Ernest F. Roberts, Jr., et. al.. Public Regulation of Title

Insurance Companies and Abstracters (Philadelphia: Villanova Univer-

sity Press, 1961)
"



study have been obtained from this source, and they are believed to

be the only such compilation in existence.

Title ins\H-ance is a small but rapidly growing industry, which

is increasing in importance. It has important economic effects in

improving the free alienability of land, and the marketability of

loans secured by mortgages. It poses a problem to innumerable hone

owners in deciding whether or not they need its protection, but, in

general, the facts about title insurance are little understood. The

study of title insurance, which will be reported in the chapters which

follow, was recommended to the writer as something that "needed doing."

This study addresses itself to an analysis of the financial

and investment management aspects of title insurance. It has as

its principal objective the solution of two problems. These are

posed below:

Problem I

To determine:

(a) The degree of risk inherent in title insurance under-

writing;

(b) The basic profitability of the title insurance business

under existing premium rates, losses and expenses incurred;

(c) The capability of title insurance companies to meet

the financial obligations which they assume in idemnifying

policyholders against title defects.



Problem 11

To assess:

(a) The Investment risk capacity of title insurance companies;

(b) The extent to vhich title insurance company investment

policies axe in harmony with the nat-ure of their liabilities,

their capability of incurring investment risk, their tax status,

and the best interests of their stockholders, consistent with

maintenance of financial responsibility and the protection of

policyholders.

To provide an approach to the solution of these problems, the

following hypotheses have been formulated:

1. The risk inherent in imderwriting land titles against defects

is of a low degree.

2. Title insurance is a very profitable business.

3. The capability of title insurance companies to neet their

financial obligations is very high.

k. The capacity of title insiorance companies to incur invest-

ment risk is greater than that of fire and casualty insurers.

5. Title insurance company investment policy is characterized

by greater conservatism than necessary for the reasonable protection

of policyholders.

These hypotheses will be tested in this manner: The actual

operating experience, losses and expenses incurred, and resulting

financial condition of an industry sample will be analyzed for the
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five-year period 1959 throush 1963. These data will be measured against

certain criteria and. standards, to be developed in Chapters T-7 , V, z:^^

VI, designed to jernit conclusions to be dravn as to the validity of

the hypotheses as stated.

Briefly, solution of Problem I (a) (testing of Hypothesis No. l)

will require examination of the types of title insurance policies issued,

the types of title defects nonnally insured against, the frequency and

extent of losses resulting from these defects, the extent to which a

title insurance company has control over its losses, and the unavoid-

able element of uncertainty which remains.

Profitability, Problem I (b) , will be measured against con-

ventional standards of operating margin, earning power of operating

assets, return on investment assets, and rate of growth of earnings.

Solution of Problem I (c), financial capability, will require

consideration of parts (a) and (b) above and also minimum capital and

deposit requirements, statutory premium reserves, practices with respect

to building up sxirplus from earnings, the ratios of losses incurred to

earnings available for payment of losses, and the ratio of losses to

statutory premium reserves.

Problem II (a) , assessment of investment risk capacity, will

require consideration of all aspects of Problem I, that is, the risk

element or \mcertainty in title insurance, profitability of the industry,

and its financial strength. In addition, the nature of the liabilities,

and the relative proportion which total liabilities bear to total assets
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nust be considered. In general, the conclusions with respect to invest-

inent risk capacity depend upon the conclusions for parts (a), (b)
,
and

(c) of Problem I.

Similarly, an assessm-nt of the suitability of investment policy.

Problem II (b) , vill depend upon conclusions as to the nature of the

liabilities of title insurers, and their capacity to bear investment

risk. Other factors to be considered are: the tax status of these

companies and institutional customs or requirements which act as re-

straints. Limitations on investment freedom imposed by state regula-

tory agencies and statutes are further restraints to be considered.

Organization of the Work

Chapter I will develop the background of title insurance, its

antecedents and institutional setting.

Chapter II will be devoted to a general description of the

title insurance business, its origin, development, and current status.

In Chapter III, the industry sample will be described, together

with typical operating practices, financial and investment practices

which are evident from the sample data.

In Chapter IV standards and criteria for determining the degree

of underwriting risk inherent in title insuring will be developed, and

actual operating results will be measured against these criteria to

provide a test of Hypothesis No. 1.

In Chapter V standards and criteria for determining profitability

of the title insurance industry and its ability to u^^t financial
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obligations will be developed; the emperical d£.ta mLJJ. be compared

with these standards to provide te'^ts of Hypotheses No. 2 and 3.

In Chapter VI, criteria for assessing the investment risk

capacity of title insurance companies and tlie suitability of their

investment policies will be developed; actual performance and financial

condition will be compared \rith the criteria developed to provide tests

of Hypotheses No. k and 5.

Chapter VII will summarize the conclusions.



CEAPTSR I

THE BACKGROUND OF TITIiE HSUR^JTGE

Land Rights and Interests

The rights and interests which attach to land in a complex

society are themselves various and complex. In addition to fee simple

ownership there may be other types of interests in land, such as life

interests or estates, remainderman interests, leases, liens, easen^nts,

rights of entry, mineral rights, and governmental or other restrictions

on the use of the property by the o\meT or lessee.

The different ways in which the rights or interests may originate

are also many and diverse. In addition to purchase or lease for a valu-

able consideration, rights may descend by inheritance or devisement;

they may arise through statutory enactment, legal interpretation, eminent

domain, judgment, marriage, divorce, adoption, and even simply continued

possession or use which is adverse to the o^vTaer of record.

A further factor complicating the status of rights in land is

the very long duration of some interests. The president of a New

York title insurance company made reference in 1953 to a piece of

property which had been purchased and its title transferred by deed

to the persons then in possession, following examination and approval

of the chain of title by an attorney. A more complete examination,

however, showed that the property, instead of being owned by those in
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possession was held by a church society under a 999-ysar lease executed

in the latter part of the l8th century. The church society, which vr.s

still in existence, ovmed a reversior-ary interest in the prc.-^rty, how-

ever remote.-'-

U. H. Crocker, \jriting in I875, tells the classical story of

all time about muddled property rights (or the uncertain state of the

law of real property in Massachusetts in the l860's). Mr. Crocker

relates how a William Ingalls, who had inherited a valuable piece of

Boston real estate from his father through his mother, and who was in

undist\3rbed possession of it in i860, thirty years after his father's

death, nevertheless lost the property to two cousins who sxied to col-

lect a specific legacy made to them by Ingalls' father at his death

in 1830. The statute of limitations did not bar an action to recover

a legacy.

The two cousins, in tvarn, very shortly lost the property to a

John Rogers who successfully proved to a court's satisfaction that a

previous o\mar, who died in 1750, had willed the estate in tail so that

descent had to be through the oldest male heir, if any, and that he,

John Eogers was the rightful surviving male heir. The statute of

limitations did not bar Roger's suit, entered in I863, becavise he had

^Jenry J. Davenport, "Title Insiirance," Examination of Insur -

ance Companies (New York State Insurance Departirsnt, 1953) >I^ 305-

^U. H. Crocker, "The History of a Title," Minnesota Law

Review, XXII (1937), 129. Reprinted from American Law Review , X

T1B75T, 60.
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iDherited his interest through an uncle ^:ho had hesn an incompetent

all his 75 years of life and had not died vjitil 185^1.

Mr. John Rogers very shortly lost his nevly acquired estate

to the heirs of a previous c\mcr, a Een^_aiin Parsons, vho had conveyed

the land to one Hosea Johnson siniply, without any mention of Johnson's

"heirs." This conveyance was held by a court to be of a life estate

only, the ownership of the property reverting to Parsons' heirs upon

the death of Hosea Johnson. The statute of limitations did not bar

recovery by Parson's heirs duo to these circumstances: Hosea Johnson

lived to age 97 and, at his death in I786, the only heir of Benjamin

Parsons was a newly-i^d granddaughter aged eighteen. The granddaughter

lived until I86I and for the entire time was under the disability of

coverture (being married), thus her heirs had until 187I to bring

recovery action.

In the final fillip to this stranger-than-fiction horror story

of a really uncertain title, William Ingalls, o^mer as the narration

opened, was able to recover the property by showing that one of his

ancestors had in 166O sold the property with a restrictive covenant

in the deed prohibiting the erection of any building on a certain

portion of the land. This condition had just recently been breached

by the latest ovnaer, a John Smith by now, therefore Ingalls was in a

position to enforce a forfeiture against Smith. This suit was settled

out of court to William Ingalls' complete satisfaction.

The foregoing extended illustration, althottgh an extreme example,

is cited to emphasize that interests in land may indeed be complex and
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that there is an inherent iKicertainty as to the triia status of titles

to land.

The American Recording System

The existence of diverse interests in land, their multiple

sources, and extended duration, lead to the development of the public

recording system in the United States. A tlassachusetts statute en-

acted in 16^4-0 made obligatory what was already the custom: that of

making a public record of transactions in land. The purpose was clear-

ly to safeguard the ownership of land and to preserve evidence of rights

in it for the benefit of all interested parsons. The following quo-

tation is from this early Massachusetts act:

Fco: avoyding all fraudulent conveyances and that every-
one shall know what estates or interests other men may have
in any howses, lands, or other hereditaments they are to

deal in, it is ordered that after the end of this month no

mortgage, bargine, sale or grant hereafter to be made of

any howses, lands, rents or hereditaments shall bee of

force against any other person except the grantor and his

heirs, unless the same be recorded as is hereafter ex-
pressed.

3

Recordation of documents affecting interests in land serves

to put third parties on notice, i. e., the legal doctrine of "construc-

tive notice" holds that everyone has knowledge of all documents which

have been recorded at the appropriate public office, normally the

office of the county recorder for land transactions. Howover, there

are other -oublic records which affect interests in land, for example:

^Gage, op. cit. , p. 25.
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vital statistics dealing with births, deaths, marriages; coijrt proceed-

ings involving divorces, probate of wills, bankruptcies, and other

decrees or judgments; records of taxes and special assessments; zoning

ordinances and local codes affecting the use of lands.

Certain -ireaknesses of the public record system, in disclosing

the true interests attaching to land, are evident: (l) the records

are not centrally located in one office; (2) they are poorly indexed

for the pijrpose of determining the interests in a particular parcel of

real estate; (3) the recording system cannot prevent sor.e forgeries,

false impersonations, and other fraudulent practices; {k) the system

of manually transcribing inevitably results in some copying errors;

(5) docvmsnts are simply recorded , no interpretation of their effect

is provided.

Abstracters and Abstract E.-aminers

The very great difficulty of discovering and identifying all

evidences affecting interests in parcels of land, lead, at an early

period in American history, to this work being taken over by skilled

specialists, both in the searching and assembling of title evidence

and in the interpretation of the legal effect of the instruments found.

The specialist who searches the record is known as an "abstracter"

and the product of his work, a copy or brief of every docxment bearing

on the title, assembled in the chronological order in which each

instrument affected the chain of title, is knoim as an "abstract of

title."
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Only a person competent in tlie law of real property is qioalified

to determine the legal statiis of a title from examination of the abstract.

The "abstract examiner" is normally a lai'Tyer vho specializes in real

estate transactions. Of course, there are q.uestions of law which sxe

pure matters of opinion among lawyers, or which may be in process of

determination, or reversal of previous determination, by a court. To

the xmcertainty of finding all title evidence is added the uncertainty

in the interpretation of the evidence found. The poem which follows,

authored by an uhkno^.m abstract examiner is an eloquent exposition of

these uncertainties.^

The Abstract Examiner

This delving into musty lore,
'Midst legal cobwebs I deplore

And yet am bound to snoop around.
Where bur-ied errors may be found.

And as the antiqiiarian rakes.
So I must search for old mistakes.

And though my Ov.m would keep from sight
Bring those of wiser men to light;

Like deeds not executed right.
Or misdescribing land or lot.

Or wife or husband who forgot
To sign or state was married not;

Or notary who omitted to
Affix his seal when he^ got throi:igh

Or have a witness, witness to;

Or will some fine old banlcer drew.

But failed to tell how to construe;
Or mortgage paid, but not released

And held by assignee deceased;
Or corporation deed not sealed;

Or law amended or repealed
Or by decision nullified;

TA.uthor unknovm, printed in Law^,^rs Title Kews , Jan-j'eb, 1957*
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Or case on vhich we had relied

Just overruled or modified

So as to raise sor.e questions new

Of jurisdiction or venue;

Or case we chanced to overlook

Back yonder in old shelf-worn book.

And though John Doe had acted for

And thought he was executor

Of the estate of Richard Roe

Cum testamento annexo

Was ab initio de son tort

As held by the Court of last resort.

For no petition for probate

Was ever filed in the estate

And though he made a full divide.

And all the heirs were satisfied,

And all the creditors have died

And fifty years have passed beside.

And though the statute has begun
For the third time its course to rvm

The Court may yet make dough of Doe

And all pc-oceedings held below

Though I'm inclined to think the will

Will be the will of Richard still.

Title Registration, The Torrens System

The inherent inefficiencies of the system of public recording

of title evidences and the laborioi;!S review of the chain of title each

time a transaction in land occurs is acknowledged by many to be an un-

fortxmate burden on the free alienability of land.

Land transfers in this country are slow, expensive and

uncertain matters. They require a degree of professional

supervision frequently disproportionate to the economic

interests created and have become increasingly complicated

and form ridden. It is more and more apparent that the

system employed is cliLmsy, wasteful, inefficient and not

in keeping with demands for social institutions of reason-

able effectiveness.

5

^John C. Payne, "The Crisis in Conveyancing," Missouri Law

Review, XDC (195^), 21k.
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A system of registration of the title itself (i. e., the owner-

ship, such as \!e are accuGtomed to for motor vehicles), rather than

recording the evidences of title, has been used successfully in other

countries, including Germany, Austria, Hungary, Si/itzerland, Australia

and New Zealand.

Title registration systems are frequently called Torrens systems

after Sir Robert Torrens, a British customs officer vho vras serving in

South Australia in the l850's. Upon being appointed registrar general

of the province, in charge of registering the instruments affecting

titles to real estate, his experience in his former office with the

ship registry system lead him to inquire vrhy the title to land could

not be registered the same as could the title to a ship. Ee demonstrated

that it was entirely possible, in that the statutes, called Torrens Acts,

passed in I858, which he was instrumental in having adopted by Australia

were eminently successful and have since been enacted elsewhere.

As of 1935^ nineteen U. S. states, the Philippines, Hawaii,

and Puerto Eico had enacted Tcrrens-type registration acts. Patton

cited the following reasons "why all titles should be transferred from

the recording system to the Torrens system. "°

1. Elimination of loss of title due to adverse possession.

2. Elimination of necessity to defend one's title because of

forgery of one's name. A forger can accomplish nothing unless he also

has possession of the oi^mer's duplicate record of title.

%. G. Patton, "The Tor_-ens System of Land Registration,"

Minnesota Law Review, XIX (1935) ^ 519-
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3. Ability to closa real estate transactions vrith absence

of delay.

k. Decrease in expense of transfer by deed (No expense to

the seller—nominal registration fee by purchaser)

.

5. Immunity from title clouds by docketing judgments against

persons of sane name as a real estate owner.

6. Speed with vhich a title cloud may be cleared.

7. Only method of furnishing a title to land acquired by

accretion or reliction.

8. Title "marketable" and that condition always maintained.

9. Immunity from risk of loss or impairment from -v/eaknesses

of the recording system (invalid instruments, for e:cainple) .

The protection provided by the Torrens system is broad
but not absolute. Under this system the original appli-
cant brings an action similar to a quiet title suit, nam-
ing all kno^m adverse claimants as defendants. After the
resiJlting decree a certificate is filed in the registrar's
office that is determinative of all rights and interests
in the land, and a duplicate copy is issued to the o^mer.
But for a period after the decree, it may be attacked by
certain persons who have been deprived of rights. In
addition, the holder of a certificate is not protected
from a few possible types of encumbrances, even though
they are not noted on the certificate. The Torrens statutes
provide for indemnity or assurance funds, established from
registration fees, to compensate those wrongfully de-
prived of interests in land through the negligence or
fraud of the registrars' staffs or others. In all im-
portant Torrens areas the funds are more than adequate.

7

Although a simpler and more economical system than public

recording, Torrens registration has never realized i\;s promise in

the United States. There are a number of reasons for this, (l) It

'Johnstone, op. cit., p. 499*
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has had strong opponents whose economic lives it threatened, title

insurance companies, abstracters, and important elements of the bar.

(2) Initial registration costs tend to "be higher than the cost of

a title search, since a judicial proceeding is recuired. The financial

benefits of the system accrue only to subsequent transferees, (3) There

has been a lack of public understanding of, and demand for, the system.

(k) Registration has been voluntary imder the American registration

acts, but has been mandatory in those countries v^here Torrens has been

successful. (5) Torrens titles do not provide for complete assurance

of title, initial registration may be attacked for a limited period,

and registration does not protect against all types of encumbrances.

(6) The registrars' offices have not been aggressive in their compe-

tition with the other system, and ha\^ done little advertising and pro-

motion. °

The futTare of the Torrens system in the United States is blesi,

interest in it has declined, and eight of the nineteen states which

had passed Torrens acts have since repealed them. This method of

simplifying land transactions and assuring titles is evidently not

feasible under present institutional arrangements in the United States.

"Casting aside the entire system and starting over again at this time

is unthinkable. The universal adoption of the Torrens system is

believed by many not to be an advisable means of solvrfcion, and such

is probably not now feasible. "9

Q

Johnstone, _^. cit ., pp. 513-51^.

°Paul E. Basye, "Streamlining Conveyancing Procedure,"
Michigan Law Review, XLVII (19^9), 1097, 1128.
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Other available methods, based upon the existing public record-

ing system, apparently must be depended upon to facilitate land trans-

fers. Curative legislation is one such method.

Curative and Limitations Acts

Curative acts are statutes that purport to validate

at once retrospectively certain past transactions or

proceedings, which theretofore vrere ineffectual because

there had bean a failure to comply in their consum-

mation with legal requirements then in effect. ^°

Such statutes were enacted in some states prior to the adoption

of the Federal Constitution, and they are now to be found in every state.

Commenting on U. H. Crocker's History of a Title (note 2 supra.), Edward

G. Jennings wrote in 1937:

The facts Mr. Crocker narrates must have shaken the

faith and comfort derived from o^vTiership of a fee simple

absolute in the sacred soil of Massachusetts . . .

As a result of statutory changes in the common law

system of estates, all of the proceedings that occurred

subsequent to the recovery of their specific legacies by

(William Ingalls' cousins) Arthur and William Jones would

have no basis in Minnesota today . . .

A statute has been proposed for enactment that would

abolish the "worthier title" rule and thereby remove it

from all possibility of consequence in this state. If

this proposed statute is enacted, we will be able to

congratulate ourselves that no part of this story could

happen here.

Limitations statutes are acts designed to remoAre ancient title

clouds and simplify title searches by cutting off stale claims after a

•^"^James W. Day, "Curative Acts and Limitations Acts Designed

to Remedy Defects in Florida Land Titles," University of Florida Law

Review, VIII (Winter, 1955), 3^5.

^Minnesota Law Review, XXII (1937), 129-
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reasonable period of time. The Michigan Forty Year Kariietable Title

Act is an example of legislation to reduce the need for extended

searches of title records. The difficiilty faced by such acts (in

addition to questions of constitutionality--earlier Pennsylvania and

Kansas statutes have been nvillified as unconstitutional), is the Eulti-

plicity, long duration, and differing social valvie of various interests

in land. Professor Payne argues that reform legislation must recognize

the differing social value of different interests, vith each interest

being limited to an appropriate period of time.^

Any such thoroughgoing reform must be said to be in its infancy,

only nine states have in effect time-period marketable title acts of

the Michigan type.-'-S

Title Plants

Private title plants have been developed by abstracters in

response to the need for a method of more quiclcly and accurately deter-

mining the evidence of rights in parcels of land. To a considerable

extent, private title plants are duplicative of the public records,

since a complete title plant vould contain copies or summaries of all

instruments affecting land titles in the county. This duplication,

although economically wasteful, in another sense is justified by the

greater efficiency achieved by private title plants through use of

12.
Payne, og. cit ., p. 2l4.

•^^Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,

North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin.
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superior indexing systems, designed ;d.th but one purpose in Eind—to

facilitate rapid and accurate title searches. Tor this purpose, the

geographic or tract indexes used by private title plants are much

superior to the grantor—grantee indexes customary in public recording

offices.

Improved efficiency is obtained in several other vays. (l) The

"take-off" method used in reproduction of public records has been con-

stantly improved by abstracters, vith photographic procedures now large-

ly supplanting more laborio'os raanxial methods which are still in use In

most public offices. (2) All old abstracts of record are maintained on

file. Thus a request for an abstract on a parcel of real estate previous-

ly searched requires only bringing the old abstract up to date, avoiding

needless duplication of effort, (3) General name indexes are used to

permit correlating the names of persons affected by court decrees, judg-

ments, divorces, probate actions, with the appropriate pieces of realty

involved. Such indexes are rare in public recording offices, and the

equivalent records would be scattered throughout a number of different

public offices.

The stimulus provided the abstracter under the profit incentive

must be contrasted with the tendency of doing things in the time-honored

way which is common in public record offices. In addition, it is not

the sole purpose of the syctem of public records to provide a means of

rapidly producing title evidence. This purpose must be subordinated,

for example, to those of efficient administration of jvistice and the

levying and collection of taxes.
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Whether or not an abstract company finds it profitable to main-

tain a plant depends on the volmie of title search business done by

the company in the county. In counties of large population it is

usixally profitable for at least one company to maintain a ccr.plete

plant, and frequently several do so. Conversely, in counties of

small population, it is more economical to base title searches on the

public records. The trend, however, is toward more title plants and

more complete title plants, even in smaller counties.^^

Summary of Chapter I

At this point we have briefly revie\-;ed the status of land

title assurance as it wo^ald exist in the United States without title

insurance. We have noted that there are uncertainties inherent in

land titles. After a skillful search for the title evidence contained

in the public records, and a competent la-v/yer's opinion on the legal

effects of the instruments found, there rem.ains a degree of uncertainty

as to the true status of the total interests in a parcel of land. The

public records are seen to be deficient in some respects for the pur-

pose of identifying title evidence.

Torrens registration, probably the best system of title

assurance yet conceived, nevertheless has failed to win public

acceptance, and cannot now be considered a serious possibility for

improvement of our system of land transfer, given the strength of

its opponents and other institutional obstacles.

-'-"^Johnstone, op. cit ., p. %
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Curativa legisla,tion provides a means of validating old

instruT-snts or conveyances which contain specified technical defects

vhich cloud or make dubious the status of a title. Linitations

statutes offer a means of reducing the burden of extended record

searches by extinguishing old claims after a reasonable period of

time.

Creators of private title plants are able to justify the

duplication of public records by utilizing efficient methods of

"take-off," storage, and indexing, thus increasing the speed and

accuracy with which title searches can be made.

The development of title insurance as a means of insuring

one's interest in land ^'rill be treated in the next chapter.



CHAPTER II

TZTIE INSURMCE

Dsfinitioa. of Title Insurance

A contract of title insurance is an agreement where-

by the insurer, for a valviable consideration, agrees to
indemnify the assured in a sjxicified ar.ount against loss

through defects of title to real estate, wherein the lat-
ter has an interest, either as a purchaser or othindlse;

a contract to indeiTinify against loss through defects in

title to real estate or liens or encumbrances thereon.

1

Origin and Gro-irth of Title Insurance

Title insurance has the unique distinction of being the only

form of insurance invented in the United States and having its use

almost wholly confined to this country. It is of relatively recent

origin, having been written first in Philadelphia in 1876.^ From

Philadelphia the concept spread rapidly to Washington, D. C, New York,

and Baltimore, and gradually to most areas of the United States. By

1900 there \rsTe about twenty companies operating in the large cities

of ten states, and by 1920 there -v/ere approximately ninety-two companies

in some seventy-seven cities in thirty-three states. 3 By 1957^ title

^Lyle F. Hilton, "Theories of Liability," Title j\^evs (May,

1956), 16.

"^Davenport, oo. cit ., p. 303

•

3Gage, o^. cit ., pp. 83-8^;.
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insurance ^ra,s being ^vTitten by ikj companies,, of vrhich seventy-seven

had nore than one outlet in their hone state, thirty-one operated in

more than one state, but only eleven ccnpanies operated in five or

more states.^

The extent of use of title insxK"ance varies in different parts

of the United States. It is the dominant form of title protection on

the Pacific Coast and in many me-bropolitan areas. It is least used in

New England and in rural areas generally. Iowa is the only state pro-

hibiting the formation of a company to engage in the business of in-

suring titles to real estate. Policies on Iowa laxid are, hov7e\'er,

•written outside the state; so that title insurance has been "written on

some land in every state.

5

Unique Characteristics of Title Insurance

Title insurance has several characteristics peculiar to it

alone. It is the one insurance that vindertakes to indemnify against

loss or damage arising out of matters that have already occurred in

the past rather than those that may occur in the future. In title

insurance, a yet vmknoim but already existing defect in title or

cause for claim is the risk insured. In other lines of insurance, a

happening in the future is the risk insured. In other words, other

types of insurance coverage begins where title insurance coverage

ends—as of the effective date of the policy.

^Johnstone, o£. cit ., p. k^Z.

^Ibid., pp. 1+92-493.
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Title ins^arance requires but a single prernium, payable vhen

the policy is issued, but its coverage continues without termination

or tins linitation, for as long as the insvared can suffer a loss.

A title policy carjiot be canceled by either the company or

the insured. Other policies of insiirance, \rlth. minor exceptions,

can be canceled by either party.

°

The Keed For Greater Title Assurance

Title insxjrance vas developed in response to a der^nd for

more positive title assureince. A number of factors v;hich contributed

to this demand can be identified, (l) The growing complexity of the

economic order led to higher uses and higher values for advantageously

located urban land, (2) The groirth of the corporate form of organi-

sation led to laz-ger accumulations of capital, and a consequent need

for large land areas for biosiness purposes, (3) The growth of large

financial corporations led to large-scale lending on real estate

security. These large lenders, often living in cities apart from the

land and the borro^rers, were continually seeking the most reliable

proof of title, (k) The intricacies of urban land utilization led to

a multiplication of the problems involving boundary lines, encroachments,

easements, rights of entry, leases, mortgages and liens. (5) Large

scale immigration brought thousands of nev; residents to the cities,

many with strange sounding names and spelling subject to change,

^V/arren T. Gray, "Title Insurance Coxpanies," Examination of

Insurance Companies (New York State Insurance Department, 195^), IV,

229.
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addins a new elenieiit of confusion to the public records. (6) Govern-

mental functions v/ere widened. The public interests in land vere

augmented from the right to tax and condemn to the right to regulate

the uses to which land may be put in order to secure the greatest

advantages to society. Zoning ordinances, building rest-ictions, and

fire prevention regulations are examples of multiplying public interests,

(7) The judicial decision in an important title case, Watson v. Muir -

head (Philadelphia, l868), held a conveyancer not responsible for a

loss siiffered from a defective title which had been searched by him

and submitted to an attorney who approved it. This case brought forcibly

to the attention of the public the inherent ^^reakness of the then exist-

ing method of assuring titles because of the limited liability of

abstracters and lawyers for their errors. This case has been credited

with being "the greatest single force in changing the whole aspect of

title-assuring methods .
"

7

Limitations Upon Abstracters' Liability

Abstracters, being human, make errors, but have been held by

the coijrts to be not legally liable for every mistake or omission

resulting in a loss to a pixcchaser of their services. The abstracter's

liability is based upon the obligation wliich he assumes of performing a

search with reasonable care and skill. Therefore he would probably not

be held liable for an honest error of judgment, or for mistakes honestly

made in dealing with abstruse and perplexing situations that require

'Gage, op. cit., p. 80.
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more than, an average degrea of care and skill. In addition, courts

generally hold that there must "be jrivity of contract before thore

can be a recovery af;"inst an abstracter. E^c^use the vendor of land

\;isually contracts for and furnishes the abstract, but the buyer is

usually the one injured by a defective title, there is seldom any legal

responsibility of the abstracter to the party injured by his mistake

or omission.

°

La^'^yers ' Liability for Their^ Errors

A lawyer's liability under a title opinion rendered by him is

limited to losses arising from failure to exercise a reasonable degree

of care and professional skill. If the opinion is given in good faith,

a title examiner cannot be held for damages if it proves to be erroneous

either as to the law or as to its application to the particular facts

involved. 9 Lai-;yers, as -well as abstracters, are liable in tort for

their negligence, "but it is difficult to secure a judgment against a

laiTyer for negligence in examination of a title. "^*^

Other Limitations on Eecovery of Damages

There are several other factors vrhich severely limit the

possibilities of recovering for damages s'jffered from a defective

^art McXiUop, "Title Insurance," University of Florida L.--V

Review, VIII (Winter, 1955), ^53-

^Ibid., p. ij-55.

Johnstone, op. cit ., p. hS/S-
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title, even assuming that negligence on the part of the abstracter

or title examiner may "be proved. The first obstacle ±3 that the

necessity of bringing a legal action is, in itself, enough to deter

soEa injured parties. In addition, a favorable judgnent cannot be

satisfied unless the abstracter or title examiner has sufficient

financial resources. All title examiners and many abstracters are

individiaals who characteristically have great mobility and but limited

life. Consequently, they may not be available when a loss is discovered.

Finally, statutes of limitation begin to run for abstracters from the

date a mistake was made, and for title examiners from the time tha

opinion was rendered, rather than from the tine of discovery of the

error. Thus recovery action may be barred by statutes of limitation.-^

In fairness it should be noted that abstracters often are covered

by liability insurance, and some states require that they be bonded

against the risk of loss to others from their negligence. Many abstracters

are incorporated and/or have adequate financial capacity to meet claims;

and many abstracters voluntarily pay for losses due to their negligence

rather than Incvr the expense and adverse publicity of a law suit.^

However, the conclusion seems clear that an incorporated title insurance

company, which cannot deny its liability for insured losses under its

indemnity contract, will also be more able financially to pay claims,

and it, or a successor insurer, will be in existence when the losses

occiir.

I'IcKillop, op. cit ., p. K^h.

TO
"^Johnstone, op. cit., p. h9S.
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ITon-Record Defects

There is a class of defects to vhich land titles are subject,

and against which only title insurance Ir: effective in providing pro-

tection. These are the non-record or hidden defects. A title nay be

perfect "of record" and yet fail because of a defect vhich it is v;holly

beyond the capacity of an abstracter or title examiner to detect. This

class of hidden defects includes: forged or fraudulently executed

instruments; false impersonations; incorrect identity of parsons; want

of legal delivery—instrusients improperly cr prematurely delivered;

copying and recording errors; vills void as to after-born child cr

pretermitted (overlooked) heirs; decrees and judgments void for ifant

of jurisdiction; instruments executed by minors, insane or other

persons without capacity; secret marriages or deed incorrectly stating

that the grantor is unmarried; unheralded divorces; unknoim heirs;

invalidity of liens by reason of violation of tisury laws; and any other

matter or fact not disclosed by the public records which in law or

eq.uity would render void or invalid any transfer of title, proceeding

or encumbrance in the chain of record title. •'-^

Although the probability of a loss occurring as a result of

these hidden defects is admittedly very slight in any given chain of

title, and the overall incidence of such losses is very lew, such

losses occasionally do occur; when they do the loss may be large or

total to the interest holder of record.

^^William Gill, Sr., "Land Title Co'orse," Title News (July,

1950), 50.
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The Title Insurance Contract

There are tvo general types of title insurance policies

issued: those intended for the protection of the purchaser or

owner of real property; and those designed for the protection of

the mortgagee or lender of money on real estate security. These two

types of policies axe usually termed, respectively, the owner's form

and the mortgagee's or loan form. The o^mer's form, or an adaptation

of it. Is also used to insure leasehold interests.

It is possible to generalize about the "form and provisions of

title insurance policies, altho'agh the policy forms in use have not

been completely standardized, and there are significant differences

in coverage, particularly between the corner's and mortgagee's formes,

which must be noted.

Title insurance policies consist of four sections. These are:

(1) the insuring or indemnity agreement; (2) the schedule giving the

subject matter of the contract, termed "Sched-ole A"; (3) the schedule

of exceptions—listing items not insured against, called "Schedule B";

and {k) a Conditions and Stipulations section, including some addition-

al exclusions from coverage, and the general mechanics of administration

of the contract.

The discussion vrhich follows relates to the American Title

Association Owner's Policy-Standard Form A, -19^0, and the American

Title Association Standard Loan Policy—Revised Coverage—19cO.
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The Insuring Agreement

The insuring agreement of this standard o'vmer's policy, in wide

use by members of the American Title Association; reads as follows:

Blank Title Insurance Company, a blanli corporation, herein
called the Company, for a valuable consideration

ESREBY IKSUR3S

hereinafter called the Insured, the heirs, devisees, personal
representatives of such Insured, or, if a corporation, its

successors by dissolution, merger or consolidation, against

loss or damage not exceeding Dollars,

together \r±t]i costs, attorneys' fees and expenses which the
Company may become obligated to pay as provided in the Con-

ditions and Stipulations hereof, which the Insured shall sus-

tain by reason of:

any defects in or lien or encumbrance on the title

to the estate or interest covered hereby in the land
described or referred to in Schedule A, existing at

the date hereof, not shoim or referred to in Schedule

B or excluded from coverage in Schedule B or in the

Conditions and Stipulations;

all subject, however, to the Conditions and Stipulations
hereto annexed, which Conditions and Stipulations together

\d.th Schedules A and B, are hereby made a part of this

policy; all as of the ^day of 19 ;.

the effective date of this policy.

It is noteworthy that no fixed term of coverage is stated.

The title insurance company remains liable to indemnify an insured for

any loss, up to the face amount of the policy, and for the cost of

litigation to sustain the title as injured, for the indeterminate

period during which the insured can suffer any loss from the risks

covered in the policy.

It is also worthy of note that the policy covers the "Insured,

the heirs, devisees, personal representatives of such Insured, or, if
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a corporation^ its successors by dissolution, merger or consolidation."

Coverage ceases when title passes out of the hands of the insured, his

heirs, or devisees, except that an insured grantor reit-cins covered for

his continued liability to a grantee for title covenants.-^

It should be noted that Standard Form A does not insure r.arket -

ability. The American Title Association Owner's Policy—Standard Form

B—1960, differs only in the respect that I'c dees insure marketability.

Members of the American Title Association have been unable to reach

agreement on insuring marketability in oimer's policies. In seme jxiris-

dictions, insurers do not hesitate to insure marketability, but in

others they decline to do so. The principal reason is the vagueness

of the concept of marketability and the varying oi:idicial meanings

given to it by different courts. Mortgagee policies do insure against

unmarketability of title.

Schedule A

Here are found a statement of the interest or estate which is

being insured, the owner of that estate, and a legal description of

the property or reference to the description as contained in a specific

instrument

.

Schedule E

This section contains a nvunber of more or less standard ex-

ceptions to coverage, varying with regional differences in custom.

Following a list of standard exceptions printed as part of the policy

there is space for typing in the specific exceptions applicable to the

•^^Johnstone, op. cit ., p. U97.
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estate or interest covered by the policy. The examples of standard

exceptions given here are taken from the policy of a Florida title

insurance coriipany:

1. The lien of £-.11 taxes beyond (a certain year) .

2. Mechanics' and materialmen's liens of which no notice
appears of record.

3. Any encroachments, easements, measin-ements, area, content,

party WcuLls or other facts which a correct siirvay of the premises would
show.

k. Rights or claims of parties in possession not shc-ra of

record.

5. Roads, \Ta.Ys, streams or easements, if any, not sho".m of

racord, riparian rights and the title to any filled-in lands.

(with the agreement of the company any of these standard
exceptions may be deleted by a statement to that effect)

Specific exceptions added to this section ^rUl include all

liens and defects affec:ti2ig the title found by the title examiner and

not remedied by corrective action.

The exceptic--^ listed are seen -go be significant reductions

of coverage, the import of which the insiired should be aware. It is

left to an insured ovmer to protect himself against defects which an

accurate siirvey would disclose, and against rights of parties in pos-

session or visible easements which a thoro'ogh inspection of the premises

wo'old disclose. Although excepted in o>i"ner's policies these hazai-ds

are normally covered in mortgagee's policies.

Conditions and Stipulations

Only a few salient features of this section will be discussed.
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Fart 2, Exclxisions from coverage of the policy .—contains im-

portant additional items which are not insured against. The Standard

Form A does not insure marketability, therefore loss by reason of

refusal of any person to purchase, lease or lend money on the estate

or interest is not covered under this policy. Excluded imder both the

A and B Forms of ovner's policy are losses by reason of any law, ordinance

or governmental regulation restricting the use of the land, or regulat-

ing the type of structure erected on it, as well as governmental rights

of police poi'rer or exercise of eminent domain. Any defects kno>rn to

the insured but not disclosed in the application for insurance are ex-

cluded from coverage, as ivell as any defects created, assumed or agreed

to by him. Coverage under a title insurance policy is, of course,

limited to losses which arise from defects existing prior to the date

of the policy.

Part 3> Defense and prosecution of actions .—states that the

company "at its o'.m cost and without undue delay, shall provide for

the defense of the Insured in all liti^i/ition consisting of actions or

proceedings commenced against the Insured, which litigation is founded

upon a defect, lien or encumbrace insured against by this policy, and

may pursue such litigation to final determination in the court of last

resort."

The responsibility which the insuring company as3u:nes of paying

the costs, expenses and attorney's fees incurred in defending suits

against the title, is an important feature of a policy of title insurance.

This protection is in addition to the stated liability of the face value
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of the policy, and it covers tiie defense of unsucceGsful attacks upon

the title, or those of no merit as well aj those "based lipon a valid

claim.

Other parts of the Conditions and Stipulations section of the

policy spell out the mechanics of administration, e. g., the requirement

of notification of the company by the insured of a claim, the company's

option to settle claims, and a subrogation cla-ose under vhich the insured

transfers to the insurer all rights and remedies against third parties

vho are responsible for a loss paid the insured by the insurer.

Mortgagee's policies

Several items, types of risks or hazards, have been noted as

included in the broader coverage afforded by loan policies, although

freqiiiently or generally excepted from coverage in c.-mer's policies.

These include loss by reason of immarketability; defects which an

accurate survey and physical inspection of the premises would disclose;

materialmen's and mechanics' liens. This broader coverage reflects the

superior bargaining power of the large national lenders under mortgage

loans, together with their insistence upon policies providing broad,

standsirdized protective features*

T^ro additional features of the mortgagee's policy which are

not applicable to ox/ners' policies are discussed below:

The "Ins-jred" under e. mortgagee's policy includes all subsequent

ovmers of the interest covered by the policy "and each successor in

interest in oiraership thereof, and also any such a\<mer who acquires

the estate referred to in this pol.icy by foreclosure, trustees' sale.
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or other legal manner in satisfaction of said indebtedness, and any

federal agency or instrumentality vhich is an insurer or guarantor

under an insurance contract or guaranty insuring or guaranteeing such

indebtedness," whether named as an Insured herein or not. (This latter

provision is made to protect the Federal Housing Administration and the

Veterans Administration)

.

In essence, a mortgagee's policy is assignable to a purchs,ser

of the interest insinred, but ovrner's policies do not cover grantees

of the insured. -^5

In the event of foreclosure and/or purchase of the property

securing a loan by the holder of a mortgage, the mortgagee's policy

of title insurance is automatically converted into an ovmer's policy

to the extent of the interest represented by the outstanding indebted-

ness. This applies to a federal agency, e. g., FHA or VA, vhich acquires

the property. -°

-^ach new oi'mer of property must take out a new title policy
if he wishes title insurance protection. Title insvirance companies
justify this by pointing out that, to be of value, an o^mer's policy
needs to be brovight up to date. They also contend that if assign-
ment were generally practiced, a purchaser might be mislead into
believing that the title was insured, when there may have been a
complete failure of title subsequent to the date of the policy.

It might also be noted that the existence of a mortgagee's
policy on property gives no protection to the ovnaer of the property.
In fact, under the subrogation agreement of the mortgagee's policy,
the insurer may require reimbursement from the oinaer (mortgagor)
for a loss paid to the mortgagee.

16
Copies of standard title insurance contracts can be

obtained from The American Land Title Association, Vfeshington, D. C,
or any of the Association's member companies or agents of member
companies.



Irrxc'ct of Large National Lenders on Title InsiJrance

The large institutional lenders, particularly life insurance

companies, have had a majcr in-.pact on the development and spreading

use of title insvjrance. The lar3e life insui-ance companies hold

ffiortsages on lands located in all parts of the United States. They

do not originate all of their mortgage loans, but buy extensively

from mortgage banics and brokers. Title insurance adds greatly to the

marketability of mortgages. VJliereas mortgages ware once considered

to be localized, non-liquid im'-estments, when supported by a policy

of title insurance they become highly marketable investments with a

national market.

Title insurance provides the most standardized form of title

protection, and life insiirance companies usually insist on it as a

condition of approving a mortgage, except in areas where title insur-

ance is still uncommon. "It wo"ald be difficult to overstate the

importance of title insurance in the mortgage lending operations of

the Life Insurance Companies. "^T Conversely, it would be difficult

to overstate the importance of the large national lenders to the

development of title insurance.

Other reasons why the large lenders prefer title insinrance are:

its ease of horr-3 office examination—in contrast to a b-jlky abstract

of title, the broad coverage v/iiich mortgagee's policies now afford,

the assumption of claim negotiation and litigation by the title insurers.

'-'''Carroll W. Keesey, "What Does the Mortgagee Expect of Title

Insurance," Title ITsws (November, 1955)^ 15.
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and the financial ability of the title insurers to pay claircs.-^° A

title policy also provides evidence of compliance with the limitations

sons states put upon the investment practices of life insurance com-

panies, for example, the restriction that mortgage loans he limited

to first liens on other^/ise unencumbered real estate. '9

Justification for Broader Coverage of Loan Policies

As leading customers of title insurance companies, the life

insurance companies have been able to insist upon policies which pro-

vide broad, standardized coverage. Broader coverage results in a

greater cost to the title insurance company because of the more exten-

sive examination required and the higher incidence of losses. Yet the

price per thovisand dollars of coverage is less for a mortgagee's policy

than for an oimer's policy.

There are several factors, in addition to competitive ones,

which justify a lower charge for mortgagee's policies in spite of the

broader coverage afforded, (l) If the mortgage is repaid under its

terns, as most of them xxltimately are, the coverage of the mortgagee's

policy ceases and there is no possibility of a claim under it. Thus

the mortgagor stands betv/een the insi;j:er and insured. If he performs

his payment obligations there will be nc claims under the policy,

regardless of the soundness of the title, (2) As the mortgage pa^Ti^nts

are :rade the mortgagee's interest, and hence the liability under the

-1 o
'"Johnstona , op. cit., p. 503-

^9ibid., p. 503.
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policy, is reduced (3) Tliere is a salvage value in the eq'Aity between

the anoxxnt of the mortsage debt and the actual value of the property.20

Impact of United States Goi'Brnir.er-t on Title Insurance

The Federal National Mortgage Association prefers title insurance

and insists on it to about the same extent as do the large corporate

lenders, having found it to be an essential element in helping to

determine the ready marketability of the mortgages purchased. ^^

The secondary market for Federal Housing Administration loans

is said to be strictly a title insurance market. "Investors in govern-

ment gr.aranteed mortgages, including F. II. M. A., regard the require-

ment of evidence of good title as the Achilles heel of the F. H. A.

and V. A. mortgages because the guarantee is conditioned upon satis-

factory evidence of a valid title, and, if the holder of the mortgage

cannot present satisfactory evidence of valid title the underlying

guarantee m.ay be worthless. "^2 At the time the loan is closed, the

Federal Housing Administration does not as a matter of course pass

upon the title b'at depends entirely upon the mortgagee's determination

that it has title that will be acceptable to the YdA in the event the

loan is tendered at some futui-e date in exchange for debentures. ^3

^^i>IcKillop, op. cit ., p. k60.

^^Arthur A. Gret::, "The Importance of Title Insurance to FMA,"
Title Ilevs (September, 1963) ^ 5«

22carlton W. Spencer, "Title Insurance for Co-Operative 3an>:3,"

Title News (June, I960), 16. .

^3j}obert W. Buckley, "Title Eequirements of Volvime Dealers in

tlortgages," Title Eews (Decei.)l:er; 1955}^ ^9-
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Thios, although they do not reauire title insura-ice as a condition

of insuring or guaranteeing mortgages, the Federal Housing Adninistration

and the Veterans Adjninistration, because of the circuaistances discussed

above, have also given great iLipet'os to the gro^.'th in use of title

insurance in the field of mortgage lending.

Public Regulation of Title Insurance

Title instirance companies are subject to public regulation, as

are other insurers, because of the public interest in the security of

policy-holders.

The public interest being manifest, therefore, the method

vhich has been found best adapted to insure the protection

of this interest has been the e nactment of comprehensive

state statutes regulating the business of insurance, in-

cluding, of course, title insurance.24

The regulation of insurance historically h-as been centered at

the state level. For the supervision of insurance, state legislatures

customarily have created insurance departiaents within the executive

branch of government, with a commissioner or superintendent of insurance

in charge.

More comprehensive state regulation was stimulated by the

South-Eastern Underwriters case, decided in 19^^, in which the Supreme

Court of the United States held that an insurance company conducting

a substantial part of its business across state lines is engaged in

"commerce among the several states" and is subject to regulation by

2^^oberts, op. cit., p. 25.
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Congress under the corrir.erce clause of the Cor.Gtitution.25 This decision

reversed a series of previous decisions by the Court, beginning -vn-th

T.wl V. Virginia , decided in 1868, holding that the business of insurance

vas not commerce. 26

Faced with a decision that undermined the systen of state regu-

lation. Congress passed the McCarran Act, Public Lav 15, in 19^5. This

act declared a congressional policy in favor of continued state regu-

lation of insurance and provided a moratorium of aboui three years

during which time the Sherman, Clayton, Federal Trade Comr.-.ission and

Eobinson-Patman Acts would not apply to the business of insurance.

After 19^8, ho'Vj'ever, these acts would become applicable to "the extent

that such business is not regulated by state law."27 To forestall deeper

Federal Government involvment, most states passed model insurance codes

within the grace period allovred.

Title insurance has received far less attention than the major

forms of insurance, but it is adeq.'uately covered by the insurance codes

in most jurisdictions. Most state regulation of title insurance is

designed to reduce the likelihood of a company becoming insolvent.

The necessity to obtain a license from the state regulatory agency in

order to conduct business within a state is the keystone of the regu-

latory system. In order to qualify for a license, both domestic and

'-^James B. Donovan, "Public Regulation of Title Insurance,"

Title I'lews (December, 1953), 7^-77.

2^oberts, op. cit ., p. 26.

27ibid., p. 31.
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foreign title insurance companies must meet and maintain the requirements

of the insurance code.

These requirements vill he discoGsed under the headings of:

incorporation, minimum capital and paid-in surplus, deposit of securi-

ties, liability reserves, scope of business, maximum underv.'riting rislc,

annual reports, examinations, rats regulation, and investment limitations.

There are many variations in regulations among the uore than 50 juris-

dictions, but it is possible to generalize regarding the usual pro-

visions.

Incorporation

It is almost universally required that a title insurance company

be incorporated. The corporate foiTn is appropriate in viev of the large

capital requirements and the need for extended or permanent life.

Minimum capital and paid-in surplus

State statutes normally prescribe a minimum capital requirement

for incorporation as a title insurer. The amoxmts vary but most require-

ments are in the range of $100,000 to $250,000 of paid-up capital, vith

frequently an additional 50 per cent, i. e., $50,000 to $125,000, of

contributed or paid-in sxH'plus. The minimum capital must not only be

X^id in when the company is licensed, it must constantly be maintained.

If it is impaired, the insurance commissioner is authorised to institute

liquidation or rehabilitation proceedings. 2o The paid-in surpliis

usually need not be maintained but is intended as assurance that the

capital vill not be impaired during the early years of a company's

existence when expenses may be expected to exceed income.

^^Ibid., p. 156.
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Deposit of securities

A deposit of securities with, the insurance coiamissioner, or

other designated public official, is usually reauired as a condition

of receiving a license to do business within a state. The amo-onts vary

but $50,000 to $100,000 are nost frequently required. Evidence of an

equal deposit in the insvarer's state of domicile often is accepted in

satisfaction of all or part of the requirement. 29 The securities

eligible for deposit are normally of the highest quality, such as

United States Governinent or state or municipal bonds.

Reserves

Most title insurance codes contain liability reserve require-

ments. A percentage of risk premiums, varying from 3 to 10 per cent,

is customarily required to be set aside as an unearned premium reserve

or a reinsurance reserve. Typically the sums set aside may be taken

back into income after the lapse of ten, or more frequently twenty,

years. Usually, the reserve must be maintained until recovered into

income and title losses incurred are charged against current operating

income rather than the premiu.m reserve.

Reserves for unpaid losses, expenses and taxes are less

frequently specifically mentioned in title ins^I^ance codes, but vrould

be expected in accordance with soxind acco'onting practice.

Scope of business

In the past there has been a tendency to combine the title

insurance business with some other operation such as banlving, fiduciary

^^Ibid., p. 119.
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or trust, or mortgage guaranteeing. The present tendency of state

regulation is to encourage a separate corporate entity for title

insurance. Specifically, the guaranteeing by title insurance companies

of mortgage payments is prohibited in a number of states because of the

many failures of mortgage guaranteeing companies which occurred during

the depression of the 1930's.

Maximum underwriting risk

Title insurers are often restricted in the maxiaxra amount of

risk they can assume under any one policy risk, without reinsuring

the excess. A typical provision would restrict the retained risk to

10 per cent of combined capital and surplus. 30 The same limitations

usually apply to the assumption of reinsurance as apply to direct

writings

.

Investment limitations

The classes of secxirities or property in which title insurance

companies are authorized to invest are usually designated in accordance

with the source of funds to be employed.

Minimum capital is typically restricted to investment in:

(1) a title plant up to a specified amount or percentage of capital,

(2) bonds of the U. S. Government or of a state or local government,

(3) corporate bonds may be authorized if they meet an income test,

(k) mortgage loans may be made not to exceed two-thirds of the value

of the real property securing the loan, (p) savings and loan shares

insxxred by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation,

^^Ibid., p. 110.
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(6) real estate to the extent recuired for ccnvanient transaction

Ox business or acquired in satisfaction of a loan (frequently a tine

limit is set beyond irhich tiie real estate acquired in satisfaction of

a loan cannot ts retained without approval of the insurance coir-Tiissioner)

Statutory premium reserves may be invested in the same classes

as capital^ except that investment in title plant and real estate vould

not be authorized.

Surplus may be invested in any of the classes authorized for

capital plus common and preferred stocks. A few states set percentage

limitations on equities^ but, in general, the investment limitations

on title insurance companies are not unduly restrictive.

Several states, including New York, restrict authorization of

state and local bonds to those of the home state, its counties and

municipalities. This is evidently more to enhance the marketability

of home bonds than to insure quality of investment holdings.

New York also restricts common stock holdings to 50 P^^ cent

of policyholder's surplus (net worth) or 25 per cent of admitted assets,

whichever is lower. This rather severe limitation is in contrast to

the wide latitude afforded title insurance companies in most states.

Reports and examinations

The insurance commissioner requires filing of comprehensive

annual statements and conducts periodic examinations of ti^cle insurance

companies. The e;'3,ir.inations are usually at two or tliree-year intervals

and are irequsntly accomplished by the cooperative efforts of members

from the insurance departments of several states in which the company

does business.
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Control over rates

Most states have given the insiarance conmissioner authority

to review the rate schedules filed by title insurance companies and

determine if they meet the reQ.uireinents of applicable statutes and

regulations. Unless the filing is disapproved by the cciar.issioner

within a prescribed period of tine, it becomes effective and is deemed

to comply with the law. Various criteria are set by statute for establish-

ing the propriety of rates. These usually include: (l) past and pros-

pective loss experience, (2) past and prospective expenses, (3) per-

centage to be allocated to reserves, and (k) a reasonable margin for

profit. 31 Title insurance premium rates are required to be adequate,

but not excessive or unfairly discriminatory.

Title insurance companies have been subjected to less stringent

control over rates than have, for example, fire and casualty ixndervTriters.

An important factor contributing to the minimum regulatory attention

given the title insurance business is simply its small size within the

giant insurance indvistry. Insurance cojimissioners' limited staffs have

been preoccupied with supervision of the major lines of insurance such

as life, accident and health, fire and casualty under^inriting.

Another important factor is that title insurance premium rates

have remained remarkably stable over the last thir-cy years. It is

probable that more severe rate control would have been imposed on title

insurers if they had found it necessary periodically to petition for

higher rates. Insurance commissioners may have regarded requests for

31lbid., p. 255.
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higher rates as indicating a need for more extensive regulr.tion,

vhereas the continuation oi" existing rates provoked no reaction.

How has it been possible for title insurance preniur.i rates to

reicain constant during a period of marked price inflation? The nost

important reason is that the rates are tied directly to property values

Title insurance premium rates are cLUotsd as so much per $1,CC0 of the

face amount of the policy. As property values have increased, title

policies have carried larger face values with correspondingly higher

premixms. In other vrords, premium income has expanded at about the

same rate and to about the same extent that property values have in-

creased. The larger premitan income from larger policy amounts has

tended approximately to offset the rising costs of producing abstracts

and settling claims. In this connection, it might be noted that the

cost of producing an abstract for a property valued at $20,000 might

be very little, if any, greater than the cost of producing an abstract

for a $i4-,C00 property. Thus, an upgrading in average policy amounts

has a favorable affect on average production costs.

Title insurance has been gaining wider acceptance and usage,

particularly because mortgage lenders frequently insist upon it as a

condition of loaning money on real estate security. In addition to

the increase in average policy amount which has occurred with rising

^-•operty values, the niimber of title insurance policies issued per

year has grovm rapidly since World VJar II, ^v-ith corresponding benefits

to unit costs. The voltyne of title insurance business is closely



related to the number of real estate transactions, and the period

since V/orld War II has been one of hi^h real estate activity.

Unit costs have also benefited from cost reduction programs

involving introduction of labor and time-saving technicuss. Under

the leadership of the larger companies, improvements have been made

in methods of data reproduction and storage; the resulting economies'

have helped to offset higher wages and other production costs.

Market conditions vrithin the industry have been another in-

fluence in keeping title insiorance premium rates constant in the

absence of strict public control. The title insurance business has

both competitive and monopolistic features.

There is relative freedom of entry. The capital requirements

for new incorporations are modest and existing title insurance cor.panies

can become licensed in additional jurisdictions by meeting the minimum

capital and other statutory requirements. 32 There has been a tendency

for more companies to cross state lines and compete aggressively for

business in favorable areas. However, the number of sellers remains

very limited; in most areas title insurance ,is offered by from two or

three to not more than twenty companies.

The limited number of sellers has important implications for

rate mailing. Under these conditions, there has been a tendency for

price competition to be avoided. One of a limited number of sellers

reasons that a price reduction initiated by him wo-^d be matched by

30
^ There are exceptions to the general freedom of entry. For

example, the requirement for a deposit of $500,000 to do business in
Cook County, Illinois

.
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his competitors, and with a price-inelastic demand such as probably

exists for title instirance, total industry receipts vrcrdd be less

after a general rate reduction. Furthemore^ the filing of a rate

reduction by one com;oany night cause an insurance con-jnissioner to

suspect that the title insurance rate structure needed investigation

or imposition of additional controls.

Unilateral rate increases are also danserous because existing

competitors may not follow the increase or new competitors may be en-

couraged to enter the market. Although the industry demand for title

insurance is probably price -inelastic, the demand which an individual

company faces is likely to be highly p^rice -elastic. The company

charging a higher price would lose a great deal of its business.

Insurers are protected from destructive rate wars by insurance

department requirements that filed rates be adhered to mil ess requested

deviations are approved by the insurance commissioner. Some covert

price competition may be indirectly engaged in by title insurance

companies through allov/ance of m.ore generous cor^nissions on business

generated by certain agents or other intermediaries. This practice

wo\iLd be in violation of statutory prohibition against discrimination

in rate making. It may also invite more severe rate regulation in

jurisdictions where controls have previously been lightly applied. 33

3jAn industry source has advised the ivriter that "rate cutting"

in certain areas of Florida has in effect occurred. The rate cutting
seem.s to take the form of qtoantity discounts or higher commassions or

both, the benefits of which may or may not be passed on to the ulti-

m.ate pvirchaser by the agent or intermediary. This has been cited as

one reason for the current consideration of stricter regulation of

the title insurance industry in that State.
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With price cutting largely ruled out as a respectable means

of competing, non-price factors have received greater attention.

Development of a large netvrork of agents, authorized to represent the

title insurance company and issue policies in the company's name, has

been an important means of non-price competition. The agents are

usually either "approved'' attorneys vho specialize in real estate

practice or local abstract companies. Maintenance of working relation-

ships with mortgage-lending institutions has also been important for

title insurance companies. Advertising and other promotional activi-

ties seem to have been effective in increasing the demand for title

insurance

.

Ciistom, convention, inertia and the fear of provoking more

severe rate controls by regulatory agencies have been factors in-

hibiting rats changes. The relative importance of each of these can

only be surmised. In any event, a bcO-ance of forces has existed,

and title insurance premium rates per thousand dollars of coverage

have remiained substantially unchanged since the 1930' s.
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DESCEIPTION 0? TES. IKDUB^Y SAMPLE

The industry sample selected for this study consists of thirty

companies vrhich together are responsible for a dominant share of total

title insurance "iwritten in the eastern United States. The thirty

companies have been arrayed in decreasing order of admitted assets

reported as of Decenber 31, 19^3^ 2,nd further subdivided into three

groups of ten companies each. The ten largest companies are designated

Group A, the ten middle companies Group B, and the ten si.:allest com-

panies Group C. I'Thile this division is arbitrary, it ser^/es a useful

purpose, and the companies which fall into the three groups do have

distinguishing characteristics in common with their respective group

members.

Each of the ten largest are inter-state or national companies,

defined as doing business in five or more states. In fact, the ten

companies of Group A comprise a 100 per cent sample of the large

companies in the United States which operate on a national basis.

Each of these companies have admitted assets in excess of $7,000,000,

which makes each of them a major factor in the title insurance industry.

Half of the companies comprising Group B can also be called

national, as defined for our purpose, but there is a significant gap

in size betvreen the smallest of the Group A companies and the largest

- 51
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of the Group 3 conpanies. The Group B ccnpanies have admitted assets

of more than $2,000,000 but less than $p, COO, COO as of the end of 1963.

The other half of the Grou_' B companies are local or non-national, but

have reached "middle-size" anong title insvirance co-p.p:::.nies.

The Group C companies, having admitted assets of less than

$2,000,000 are characteristically local in their scope of operations.

All excepting one confine thenselves to one state or to a several state

contiguous region, such as Washington, D. C, Maryland and Virginia.

The distinction between these three groups cannot be too sharply

dra-iTn, but we shall see that the groups do produce significantly dif-

ferent resiilts in several respects.

Table 1 lists the companies in the sample, together with their

state of domicile. A code number is assigned to each company by this

list and all future identification iv=lll be by this code number.

The sample data to be used in the study were obtained from the

annual statements filed with state insurance departments. The insurance

departments of the states of ITew York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dis-

trict of Colu.-abia, Georgia and Florida vrere visited and abstract copies

made of annual statements for the years 1959 through I963. Since about

half of the companies operate in nine or more states, the sample data

provide coverage extending far beyond the states visited or the states

of domicile. Some title insurance was -..-ritten in every state, Puerto

Rico and the Virgin Islands by one or more of the sample companies.



TITLE COMP^JTISS JH SAJ'IPLS

Cede Number riame of Corapany Korea State

Group A. Adffiitted assets of nore than
;;;t,ooo,ooo

1. Lavryers Title Insurance Corporation Va.

2. Chicago Title Insurance Compan3'- i^Io.

3. Corffir.on-'/:ealth Land Title Insurance Company Pa.

k. The Title Gxiarantee Comxjany N. Y.

5. American Title Insurance Company Fla.

6. Title Insurance Company of Minnesota Hinn,

7. Inter-County Title Guaranty Ss Mortgage Co. Ti. Y.

8. Kansas City Title Insurance Company Mo.

9. Title Insurance Company of St. Louis Mo.

10. Louisville Title Insurance Company Ky.

Group B. Admitted assets more than
S2, GOO, 000 but less than $5,000,000

11. The Title Guarantee Company Md.

12. Security Title and Guaranty Company K. Y.

13. Realty Title Insurance Company, Inc. D. C.

Ik. Chelsea Title and Guaranty Company Hi. J.

15. Berks Title Insurance Company ?a.

16. New Jersey Realty Title Insurance Co. N. J.

17. LavTyers' Tirle Guaranty Fund Fla.

18. Cits'- Title Insurance Company N. Y.

19. District Title Insurance Company D. C.

20. West Jersey Title and Guaranty Company K. J.

Group C. Admitted assets less than

$2,000,000

21. Lai/yers-Clinton Title Insurance Corapany 1>T. J.

22. The Title Insurance Corporation of
Pennsylvania Pa.

23. National Title Insurance Company Fla.
2i|-. Monroe Abstract and Title Company N. Y.

25. Real Estate Title Insurance Company D. C.

26. Columbia Title Insurance Corapany D. C.

27. Garden State Title Insurance Comjpany N. J.

28. Subx;irban Title and Investment Company Kd.

29. Metropolitan Title Gi;iaranty Company W. Y.

30. Southeastern Guaranteed Title Insurance Co. Fla.
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Source of Data

In preparation for this study of the title insurance industry,

it v/as evident that obtaining the necessary operating and financial

statistics would not be easy. The annual statements filed vith state

insurance departments by each company licensed to do business within

the state contain the necessary data, but these statements repose in

the files of the respective state insurance departments. No central

collection of these statements or the data which they contain is avail-

able, and no one state has a sufficiently large nur^ber of title insur-

ance companies doing business vri.thin the state to provide a good sample

of the industry.

Since the data from the annual statements are not published or

compiled, it was necessary to visit a number of state ins-orance depart-

ments and abstract the operating and financial statistics from the

ann-ual statements on file. Fortunately for the researcher, the format

for annual statements of title insurance companies has been standardized

by the National Association of Insui^ance Commissioners. Consequently,

annual statements on file for all companies in the fifty states and the

District of Columbia are accomplished on the same "blank" consisting

of a 28-page booklet. Rather extensive alterations were n:ade to the

format in 19^0^ which make direct comparisons with pre-1960 data

difficult in some cases. However, a great wealth of information on

title insurance company operations and financial condition is avail-

able from this source

.
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A factor limitins the availability of data is that generally

the statements are retained by insurance departments for only a few

years and then destroyed. For example. New Jersey retains annual

statements of domestic companies for ten j^ars, and companies domiciled

in other states for three years. Several states, including Ilcrth Caro-

lina, Georgia, Virginia, and Maryland retain the statements of foreign

companies for only five years. Ohio retains all statements for only

two years . Although New York and Pennsylvania retain the statements

as permanent records, and several other states retain their domestic

comipanies* statements permanently, the limited retention period in

most states made it necessary to confine the collection of data to a

five-year period.

Selection of the Sample Companies

The number of title insurance companies licensed in the dif-

ferent jurisdictions varies. For example, Virginia has 15, New Jersey

20, New York 11, Pennsylvania 15, Georgia l^f, and the District of

Columbia l6. There are many duplications among these companies since

some companies are licensed in each of these jurisdictions as well as

in many others. Th^js the data for many companies could be obtained

in a number of different places.

It '.ra.s determined that a good cross section of the industry,

as it operates in the eastern United States, coT;ld be obtained by

visiting the insurance departments of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

the District of Colijmbia, Georgia and Florida, and abstracting the
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annual statements of selected companies in each, location, for a total

of thirty companies. The sample provides a much broader coverage than

is apparent from the relationship of 30 to 97 .> the latter number being

the total of companies licensed in the six jurisdictions. For example,

the sample contains 9 of the 11 comipanies licensed in New York, 17 of

20 licensed in Ilaw Jersey, 10 of 15 licensed in Pennsylvania, 15 of

19 licensed in Maryland, 15 of l6 in the District of Columbia, 13 of

15 in Virginia, 9 of 11 in North Carolina, 7 of 10 in South Carolina,

11 of 1^+ in Georgia and 1^ of 21 in Florida. In addition, the com-

panies licensed in these jurisdictions but not included in the sample

were either very small or vrere operated in conjunction vith a banic or

trust company, which would have complicated analysis of the title

insurance business if they had been included in the sample.

A further indication of the comprehensiveness of the sample

is obtained from these premium statistics: Of the total title insxirance

premiums of $6,303,368 reported by New York State for I962, $6,282, 92ij-,

or over 99 per cent were written by companies included in the sample.

Of total title insurance premiums of $5,6^+7,923 reported by Pennsyl-

vania for 1962, $4,73^^236, or about 8i<- per cent, were \«-itten by sample

companies. Of total premiums of $2,C04,3l8 reported by Virginia for

1962, $1,918,239? or almost 96 per cent, \Tere written by companies in

the sample. Of $3A53?209 in premixoras reported by Ohio for I962,

$2,781+,U65, or over 88 per cent, were attributable to the sample

companies. Of a total volume of $1,753,^93 reported by Georgia for

1962, $1,560,29^, or 89 per cent, v;ere accounted for by the sample
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companies.-'- It might be noted that none of the sairjple companies was.

domiciled in the latter tvo states^ and that Virginia vas not one of

the states visited. The high coverage obtained is possible because

of the cross-licensing of so many companies.

The sample data in hand are believed to be very representative

of the title insurance industry, with the exception that no companies

domiciled in the western United States have been included. Title

insurance is used m.ore extensively in the Pacific Coast states than

perhaps anywhere else in the United States, but the companies domiciled

there have confined their operations to one or several western states.

The subject of title insurance as practiced on the Pacific Coast would

be an interesting study in itself, and the findings mdght differ from

those of this study in some respects.

Although our sample data do not include Pacific Coast coverage,

they do represent a significant part of total industry business for the

entire United States. Johnstone estimated total title insurance premium

volume for the United States in 195^+ to be $100 million.^ Assuming a

doubling of volume by 19^3^ with premium volume of $51 million in that

year the sample companies would be accounting for about 25 per cent

of the total industry business.

The annual statement data for two companies in the sample are

pro forma for the years prior to I963. The Chicago Title Insurance

Company was form.ed in I90I by Chicago Title and Trust Company. In

^Premium data from annuj.1 reports by state insurance commissioners,

^Johnstone, op. cit., p. i+92.
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1962, Home Title Guaranty Company of ITev York \ia.s rnersed into Chicago

Title Insurance Company, therefore pro forma statements have been

constructed for Chicago Title Insurance Company for the years prior

to 1963.

Similarly, American Title Insurance Company acquired Guaranteed

Title Company of New York in 1963- Therefore, pro forma statements,

including the two companies, have heen constructed for American Title

Insurance Company for the years prior to 1963.

The sample includes the La-^/yers ' Title Guaranty Fund vhich

was organized "oy members of the Florida Bar in 19^7- 1'his title

insurer is organized as a business trust, which makes it unusual in

two respects. Most states require title insurance compianies to be

incorporated, and, through 19d3^ ^ao fedsral income taxes were being

paid on the earning of this successful enterprise.

Financial Analysis

To give an indication of the operating results and the financial

condition of the title insurance industry, an aggregate income state-

ment and an aggregate balance sheet are presented in Tables 2 and 3-

The income statement is for the year 19^3^ and the balance sheet is

as of December 3I, I963.

From the aggregate incomie statement. Table 2, it can be seen

that the sample companies had premium volum.e of $51 million in"-1963

and total operating income of $91 million. About 51 '9 pe^ cent of

operating income is attributable to title insurance premiums; i;2.8
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imLs 2

AGGREGATE INCOME STATEI-ENT ?0R
THIRT/ COI^ANIES YEjsjl I963

(THOUS.Atff)S 0? DOLLjiJ'.S)

Direct Premimis VJritten $50,9^0
Reinsurance Assuraed 138

"5r;o7B

Less Increases in Statutory
Preinivmi Reserve 3>630

Premiums Earned $47, ^p2

Search, Examination and

Abstract Fees 39A^9
Trustee, Agency, Escrow and

Mortgage Service Fees 4, 899

Total Operating Income . $91,505

Losses and Loss Adjustment
Expense 2,625

Operating and Administrative
Expense 75^503

73,131

Net Operating Income 13,372

Investment Income 3,871
Capital Gains Realized 226

~X097
Less Deductions from Income 685

3A12
Taxable Income l6,737

Federal Income Tax 7,253

Net Income $ 9,532

Source: Annual Statements.
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per cent to title search, examination and abstract fees; and 5.3 per

cent to trustee, escrow, and mortgage servicing fees.

It may be noted that the title insurance business is character-

ized by verj' low loss ratios. The total of losses and loss adjustment

expense is 5.5 per cent of premiums earned, only 2.9 psr cent of total

operating income, and only 15-5 per cent of taxable income.

The total of operating and administrative expenses is 82.5

per cent of operating income. Thus loss ratio and expense ratio to-

gether total 85.lt per cent, leaving an operating profit ru^rgin of 1^1.6

per cent.

From Table 3 it can be seen that investment assets constitute

about 73 per cent of total assets. Tax-exempt state, local, and revenue

bonds are prominent, slightly exceeding the total of U. S. Government

bonds. Bond holdings total UO.U per cent of total assets. Only I6.3

per cent of assets are invested in common stock. The rate of return

on investments is 3. US per cent. 3 Realized capital gains provided an

additional 20 basis points in I963. The low return on investm.ents

reflects the large holdings of tax-exempt and U. S. Government bonds.

Of course, the after-tax yield is benefited from the tax-free interest

portion.

The effective rate of income taxation is 43.2 per cent. Tax-

exempt bond interest, the favorable taxation rates on intercorporate

dividends and realized long-term capital gains, and the lower corporate

^Investment return is comiputed using the average of investmeni.

holdings as of December 31, I962 and end I963.
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TP3IS 3

AGGREGATE BALANCS SH2ST FOB THIRTY

COKPANIES AS 0? DECEMBER 31, 19^3

ASSETS

Operating Assets:

Cash in BaaK
Title Plant
Real Estate
Other

Total Operating Assets

Investments:
Government Bonds
State and Local Bonds
Corporate Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
Savings & Loan Shares
Preferred Stocks
Coomon Stocks

Total Investments

TOTAL ASSETS

Dollars
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tax rata on the first $25,000 of earnings, contribute to reduce the

tax rate below 50 per cent.

Ket after -tax profit is at the rate of 9.1 per cent on net

worth. This is a combination of the relatively high operating profit

rate and the relatively low investment yield.

Total liabilities are equal to 57 ^0 por cent of total assets;

while net worth accounts for 63. x>ar cent.

The statutory premium reserve is eq^ual to 78-0 per cent of the

premium volume for I963, and is 15-3 times the losses incurred in 19o3'

Ilet worth is over 200 per cent of premium volur.:e . The increase in

statutory premium reserve in 19^3 is equal to 139 p£- cent of losses.

In summary, after this perfxxnctory analysis, the title insurance

business appears to be characterized by low losses, high reserves relative

to losses, very satisfactory profits, large cushion of net worth—equal

to 170 per cent of total liabilities, and a conservative investment

policy.

In the chapters which follow, the financial and investment

aspects of title insurance will be investigated in some detail.



CHAPTER IV

DEC-ESS OF RISK m TITLE BEURAUCE TlTIDSRI'JRITIIIC-

In an investigation of the degree of risk inherent in title

insurance uaderiNTiting, it is appropriate to begin by examining the

loss ratios experienced by the title insurance industry.

Loss Ratios

Title insurance is an un'usual form of insurance in that the

loss/premium ratios experienced tend to be very lov; in co;:iparison to

the ratios experienced by other types of insurers. The loss ratio

experienced by the title insxirance indiistry is so lov, in fact, that

it has caiised soxe observers to question whether title insurance is

really insurance. Most of this doubt arises froa confusion of terms

and from attempts to apply the familiar standards of fire and casualty

underwriting to title insurance, although they do not fit. Ifnile

title insurance loss ratios are normally lev;, they have usually been

computed in a manner which understated them.

The charge which a title insurance company makes for a policy

of title insTJirance, although it may be termed and reported as a "premium,"

often includes the fee for producing an abstract of title and examining

it for defects, as iirell as a premium to cover the insurance risk. Of

the two parts, the search and examination of the record title accounts

for a larger portion of the total cost than does the inde;nnity feature.

- 63 -
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In other vords, the cost of exar.ination of the risk is cheater than

the cost of insuring it. A thorough and ejipert search and exaniination

of the record title, together with insistence upon correction, or ex-

ceptence frora coverage, of any defects found, as is the custorri in title

insurance, reduces the remaining risk to a very low level. In cor^pari-

son with the loss/premium ratios of kO to 60 per cent that are experi-

enced by fire and casualty insurance companies, the loss ratios of less

than 2 per cent which have frequently been reported for title insurers

appear ridiculously lovr.

Title insurers have always held that their priinary function is

to avoid losses by disco'/ering title defects before insuring. The in-

demnification that they nake, in the event their judgment as to the

soundness of a title proves to be in error, is an almost incidental

paJTt of the total services provided. One title company executive put

it this way:

May I make it plain at the outset that in no case do '\-rs

regard ourselves as a casualty company issuing insurance
on the basis of mathematical probabilities of loss. ^/Jhen

we issue a policy, ve do so in the firm belief that the
title, even though possibly not technically perfect of
record, cannot be successfully attacked.

^

Another title company executive, speaking at the same panel

discussion, emphasized the prevention of losses in these v;ords:

I might say that it has been our fortunate experience

—

and I venture to say that it is the experience of all of
you—that the sums paid out for title losses are insig-
nificant in relation to the total amount of liability
for title insurance \io:itten .... The infreauent

Herbert W. Allen, "Losses and Claims - Their Direct and
Indirect Costs," Title Mews (February, 19^+9), ^h.
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occvirrence of title losses is sometir.'jis seized upon to
support the argumant that most titles are good and that
title insurance is largely unnecessary. The proponents

of this argioment overlook the fact that if most titles

are good, it is in great measure due to the fact that

title insurers, thro\:igh their vigilance in \mcovering
defects in titles and their insistence upon the curing
of defects as a condition for the issuance of unqualified
insurance, have made the titles good.

The v;ell organized title insurance company . . . ex-

pends huge sums of money in paying for the services of
personnel with experience in real property law; in build-
ing up a title plant, the abstracting of public records,

maps, surveys, and other documents not other\'rise avail-
able; and in the maintenance of these records year after
year at great expense.

All of the expenditures discussed go tovrard reducing
the risk of title loss and might veil be called payment

of losses in advance . . . .^

Years ago title insurance comx:3anies began to realize that their

very low loss ratios v/ere being looked at with suspicion. In IS^i-l,

Charlton L. Kail, President of the American Title Association, argued

that the industry should evolve a system whereby the production (search

and examination) charge and the risk charge would be separated. This

would tend to reduce unfavorable criticism of the title insurance

industry such as that by the person who commented on the fact that the

reported ratio of title losses paid to net premiums -vnritten by state

of Washington title insurance companies in I938 was only slightly

over one per cent. Observing this, the person stated that title insur-

ance companies collected premiui-ns at the rate of $86.00 for each $1.00

disbursed to customers, and that "this is the kind of racket that makes

^Herman Berniker, "Losses and Claims - Their Direct and Indirect
Costs," (a panel discussion). Title News (February, 19^9), ^h.
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the slot machine operator turn green v/ith envy. "3 This man failed to

note the distortion in reported loss ratios vhich results Troni charges

other than premiums being included in "premivun income/' and he seer.ed

to be assuming that all income, except for direct losses paid, is

profit. Title insurance companies have low loss ratios but they have

unusimlly high expense ratios.

In addition to overstatement of the premium base, the method

of defining "losses," until very recent years, has also ca'osed loss

ratios to appear to be lower than they actually vera . Historically,

title insirrance companies have reported as losses only direct sums paid

to claimants, but excluding the expenses of investigating claims, costs

of litigation in defending titles, and other claim adjustment expense.

For years title companies seemed to be striving to keep their rerorted

losses at a minimum. This was partly because losses to some extent

implied carelessness in search and examination. It was a matter of

pride, as well as profit, for a company to have low losses. The words

of two title insurance company executives, speaking at the 1951 annual

meeting of the American Tiolo Association are illustrative:

It appears that prior to ISk'J most of us reported our losses,
if we reported them at all, on a basis that would show the
lowest amount of dollars a year, which would be the amouint
actually paid to policyholders ....

It is submitted that there are several other loss elements,
the omission of vrhich, so minimizes a statement of losses as
to make it inaccurate, if not completely deceptive. These
are: (l) Amounts paid out to others than policyholders in

^Charlton L. Hall, "Presidential Address, American Title
Association," Proceedings reported in Titlejfews (November, 194l), 9.
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order to cure defects insirred aginst. (2) Payments made

to outside attorneys and court costs involved in dispo-

sition of claims whether with payment of loss or without.

(3) The whole or an accurately allocated part of the

salaries and expenses, rent, light, traveling, steno-

graphic, of inside counsel and claim adjustment depart-

ments, (h) That part of officers' salaries and other

items which by a proper cost accounting system, m.ay he

allocated to losses and claims. •

.... The member companies all recognized that most of

us had kept very inadequate records on losses, and es-

pecially on the items of expense and overhead, which is

an integral part of the handling and settlement of every

claim, however trivial; .... I still shudder every

time I recall the pride with which the executives of

. . . several companies reported their extremely low

loss ratios at the mid-winter meeting in Mem.phis in 19i;8.

This resulted from figuring percentages against gross

preaiiims which, in all cases, if I am not mistaken, in-

cluded record searching, exam.ination cost and oftentimes

closing and escrow fees. Further, no account was taken

of any cost incurred in settling these claims for officers'

and employees' salaries, overhead, telephone and telegraph

expense, or travel expense. The result was a so-called

loss ratio of anywhere from 1.2^3 to l.Jio. Certainly it

would have been absolutely impossible with these figures

as a basis to have justified much of any premium for our

liQdervnriting risk ... .5

Historical Loss Ratios

As a result of the definitions customarily adopted for "premiums"

and "losses" described above, loss ratios of between one and two per

cent occur most frequently in past studies of title insurance.

^lenry J. Davenport, "Title Insurance - Losses and Claims,"

Title News (ferch, 1952), 97-

5Murray L. Jones, "Title Insurance - Loss Data, Claim Expense

Incident Thereto," Title News (ilarch, 1952), 10l+.
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The earliest computation found, that of Winfree, showed the

loss ratio for sixty-three ccrnpanies to averace about 1.5 p£r Gent.°

Daniel Gage refers to a report made in I928 on seventy-one coT.panies

which found the loss ratio to he slightly less than one per cent.

Gage's ovm study of IO8 companies produced a ratio of 3-21 psr cent,

but the differences by state varied from .kO to 8.12 per cent. Gage

concluded that differing definitions of "loss" and "premi-ums" caused

the vide variation. The three states he thou^^i't to be most representa-

tive reported ratios of 1.95 pe^: cent, 1.68 per cent, and 1.14-6 per

cent.T

The Title Insurance and Trust Company, Los i^Jigeles, reported

a loss ratio for the thirty-five years, I9II to 194-5 inclusive, of

1.19 per cent. It was noted that the loss figure reported included

only direct payments to claimants, not indirect costs such as legal

fees and couz't costs.

8

Johnstone fo\ind a ratio of I.69 per cent for the average of

all states and territories of the United States, excepting Illinois,

for the year 195l|.9

Current Losses vs. Current Premiums

There is another factor which gives loss ratios computed for

°W. B. Winfree, "Title Insurance Losses," Lavryer and 3anl<:er

(July-August, 1922), 2it7.

'Gage, op. cit ., pp. 111-114.

"Allen, op. cit ., p. 5^4-.

9johnstone, op. cit., pp. 518-519.
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title insurance companies a downward bias^ causing the actual ratio

to be understated. This is simply that the losses incurred, during

any current period apply to policies that have been outstanding for

various numbers of years. Logically, loss ratios should be computed

by relating losses to the premiums received when the corresponding

risks were undeCT-nritten, rather than comparing current losses to cur-

rent premium income. To make the proper comiparison in the case of

title insurance companies votdd necessitate waiting an extended number

of years after each year's underwriting, until most of the losses under

the policies issued in a given year, were believed to have been incur-

red, before computing a tentative loss ratio. Then, as additional

losses occurred the ra-cio would have to be adjusted. There would be

no end to the process because of the large magnitude of potential lia-

bility to which a title insurance company always remains subject,

although for practical purposes twenty years would be adequate.

Since such a delay is ludicroiis, the only feasible way of

computing loss ratios is to relate current losses to current premium

income, recognizing that a rising level of unden^rriting activity will

cause a loss ratio so computed to be understated by the amount of

the growth factor.

Title insurance officials have also argued that potential

losses tend to be concealed during periods of business prosperity,

and that only a severe deflation will show the true magnitude of loss

expectancy. In addition, of course, the building cycle, to which
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the title insurance business is closely tied, is a Ion- cycle of

perhaps 17 to 23 years. 1°

Policy Age As a Risk Factor

The foregoing discussion raises the question: When are losses

most likely to occur after a policy of title insurance has been -v/ritten?

In the opinion of one title insurance company executive, the first ten

years after issuance of a policy is the dangerous period, and the first

five ;y-ears is probably t\rlce as hazardous as the second five years.

This official estimated that the first ten years after assumption of

risk is responsible for sixty-five per cent of the losses; between ten

and twenty years, thirty per cent; and over twenty years, five per

cent.H

The president of another title insurance company, reporting

on the results of questionnaires from 17 Atlantic Coast companies

stated:

All but three of the seventeen reporting companies have

been insuring titles for over 20 years and five of them

for more than 60 years. Yet 72^ of the dollars of loss

in the eighteen months ended Jvme 30, 1955 arose within

5 years of the policy date and 90^3 within ten years

thereof. 12

^^li. \-J. Jordon, Jr., "Experience in Losces and Claims,

Rational Companies," Title News (December, 1953)^ 70-7^.

^••La^rrence R. Zerfii^., "Losses Under Title Insurance,"

Title News (November, 19^1), 23.

12william H. Deatly, "Losses and Claims," Title News

(December, 1955), 75-
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Inasmuch as the passage of tir.e is one of the best cm-atives

for defective titles, it seems safe to conclude, as these authorities

do, that the majority of losses occur within the first ten years after

policy issuance.

Record vs. Non-Record Defects

Title insurance claims result from 'c\ro classes of defects:

Those due to errors, omissions or mistakes of judgm.ent in the search

and examination of title; and those that arise from hidden defects^

not matters of record.

Of these tvo soxirces of defects there is general agreement

that the first group, those over which the title insurance company

has at least nominal control, account for the greater number and am.ount

of losses. There is not com:plete agreement on the relative importance

of the two, but the concensiis seems to be that about two-thirds of

losses are due to errors and oversights, while one-third result from

happenings not of record. Gage found 6k per cent of losses due to

record defects, and 36 per cent due to non-record defects. 13

The President of Title Guarantee and Trust Company, Kew York

reported:

About half of our losses result from our own errors of
ommission or judgment. The other half arise from the

so-called hidden risks that are involved in any real
estate transaction, such as, to give but a partial list:

forgery of deeds or mortgages, impersonation of one

13Gage, op. cit., p. IO9.
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person by another, incapacity for age or nsntal imbalance,
undisclosed dower rights, afterborn child, and etc. . .

.1"+

It seems to be general asreenient that most losses ars
occasioned by huinan errors of tvo types, the first of

which is the mechanical error—not seeing what is on our
o\m. books or in our o^.m files; the second, errors of
judg-raent.-'-^

l-Jhile it is true that forgeries and calculated risks are

a part of the ever present hazard of a title company, it

is alarming to note the high percentage of claims and
losses which are caused by our ovm errors and omissions.^"

It seems to be clear from the statements above that to a con-

siderable extent title insurance companies are in the fortunate position

for an insurer of having control over their o:m losses.

Most Frequent Causes of Losses

Gage's findings, with respect to the most freq_uent causes of

losses, in order of magnitude of losses incurred were as follows:-'-'''

Losses from. Record Hazards Scale Factor

1. Taxes and Assessments 52

2. Judgr:ents 25

3

.

Mechanics ' Liens 11

^^William H, Deatly, "Give Thanlcs for the Title Insurer,"
Title News (February, I960), 11.

15?
, 17. Clark, "Experience in Losses and Claims, Western

Area," Title DIews (December, 1953), 69.

IcEarl G. Ovrens, "Losses and Claims," Title Kews (December,
1955), 79.

^'''Gage, op. cit., p. I09.
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Losses from Non-Record Hazards Scale Factor

1. Forgeries 17

2. Encroachments 11

3. Other facts not of record 21

These results tend, in general, to "be confirced by more recent

iTTitings, which almost invariably place overlooked taxes and assess-

ments as cause of the largest number of claims. Due to the relatively

small amounts, usually not more than a few hiondreds of dollars per

claim, involved in most such losses, several investigators have found

other causes to res'ult in greater dollar amounts. One study found

"easements, covenants, and restrictions, undiscovered by title exami-

nation or improperly certified in the title report" gave rise to the

largest dollar amount of losses paid, nearly l6 per cent of the total.

Real estate taxes and assessments ranlced second, accounting for 13 per

cent of the dollar total. Taxes and assessments irare responsible for

i+7 per ceao of the total n-'.miber of losses, however. ^'^

Another study placed losses arising from ta:-:es first in numbers,

and forgeries second in numbers, "but perhaps first in dollars. ''^'^

More definite conclusions cannot be dj.-aim as to the proportion

of losses due to each possible source. The factors are too variable

and subject to change from year to year and from company to company.

The data from a study of 2k eastern title insurance companies for the

year 1952 are given as being illustrativ'e, and probably quite t;,^ical,

•^Deatly, og. ^H- > P- 75-

•^^Zerfing, op. cit., p. 23.
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of the causes of loss in a given period. The percentage figures in

Table h are for number of losses not dollar airiounts . '^'^

TABLE k

L0SS3S 3Y CAUSE

Cause of Loss Per cent of Losses

Unpaid taxes 4l.5
Missed judgements 14.6
Easements 9«7
Municipal assessments 7«3
Mechanics' liens k.$
Survey errors k.^
Missed deed or mortgage h.9
Forgeries h.9
Disregarding closing instructions k.9
Violation of restrictions 2.k

Total 100.0

Current Practices in Reporting Losses and Premiims Earned

In very recent years, partic-jlarly since I96O vhen major changes

vere made in the annual statement format, title insurance companies have

been reporting losses and premiums in a manner which produces a higher

loss ratio than in the past. Loss adjustment expenses are now included

as part of reported losses, vhile charges for title searches and

examinations, as veil as other service fees, are reported separately

from premium income

.

The new format is a big im.provement over the one in use prior

to i960. It encourages adoption of cost accounting techniques, because

"^G. M. Burlingarae, "Experience in Losses and Claims, Eastern
Area," Title News (December, 1953), ^6.
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a system of expense allocation is necessary to render the statenient

in a reasonably complete form. This is particularly true of the

expense exhibit, vhich is nuch more detailed than formerly.

"Loss Adjustment Expense" is now a separate colvimn of the

expense exhibit so that a pro rata share of salaries, rent, postage,

telephone and all other appropriate items of expense, as veil as out-

side counsel fees and court costs, can be allocated to the loss adjust-

ment expense category.

Some companies have better cost accounting systems than others,

the smallest companies sxe most likely to be deficient in this respect;

and some companies apparently are more enthusiastic than others in pro

rating expense items to loss adjustment expense. The allocation of

overhead, in particular, is necessarily arbitrary and subject to

different practices. Profit-wise, of course, it Liakes no difference

to a company whether expense items appear imder operating expense or

loss adjustment expense. The motive for msicing the allocation stems

from past criticism of the ridiculously low loss ratios, and the

recognition that rate reg-jlators in future may demand justification

for the title insurance premium rates being charged.

The motive for separating the production or work charge from

the pixre risk premium stems from the same soixrces. In this separation,

there is also a large element of arbitraryness, that is, title insurance

companies have only been able to estimate wliat division of income betvreen

production charge and risk charge would be proper. There is an inter-
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relationship between the t\vo, e. g., less effort (expense) expended

on production inalces higher losses probable, hence increases the risk

premium, and conversely.

The title insiurance industry has been moving in the direction

of more accurate accounting and reporting of the various elements of

income and expense. As a result, the loss x-atios computed for our

industry sample will not be directly comparable to those computed for

previous periods when different concepts of "losses" and "premiums"

were applicable.

The effects of these differences will be estimated and allowed

for in establishing the criteria against which to measxire recent loss

experience as a test of Hypothesis No. 1.

Criteria to Measure Degx-ee of Risk in Title Under^'Triting

We have seen that the title insurance industry practice is to

carefully examine and select the risks which are assumed. Under these

circumstances, risks and consequently losses, are to a large degree

controllable by the insurer. The remaining uncertainty to which title

insuL-ance companies are exposed has "oeen sho^m to be of a lov; degree,

as reflected in the consistently low loss ratios foiaid in all studies

made over the last forty shears.

It would probably be safe to draw the indicated conclusion

without additional empsrical evidence; to conclude that Hypothesis

No. 1 has been confirr:ed by historical evidence. Ho^'Tever, there is

the possibility that title losses have recently assumed entirely

new proportions.
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To x-orther test Hypothesis So. 1 and substantiate the tentative

conclusion above, the loss ratios for the industry sajnple will be ccr.:-

puted and measvired against the criteria developed below to determine

if title underwriting risks are still of the same general magnitude

that have prevailed in the past, and if they are of a "low" degree.

Analysis of the components of losses and loss adjustment

expenses for the four years I960 tiirough 1563 shows that inclusion of

loss adjustment expense has increased the total losses reported by about

27 per cent. In addition, there has been a gradual tendency on the part

of title insurance coriipajiies to include si:uns in direct losses paid which

in earlier years might not have been included. Examples woiJld be sums

paid to third parties, rather than policyholders, in settling title

disputes, outside counsel fees and court costs. In all, it is esti-

mated that the total losses reported in recent years might be ii-0 per

cent higher than those reported ten or twenty years ago without any

actual increase in the incidence of losses.

As for the change in method of reporting premiums, this is be-

lieved to have caused a change in loss ratios by a factor of almost

100 per cent. That is, cui-rent preraiiu.is reported are only about 51

per cent of total operating income, but ujitil relatively recently the

distinction between sources of income was vfidely ignored.

The figure reported as "Title Insurance Premi'ijuns Sarned" is now

reduced by the amount of the increase in statutory premium reserve as veil

as adjusted for reinsurance assumed or ceded. Prcmixims earned result

from the following calculation: Direct premiums -m^ittcn plus reinsurance
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assumed minus reinsurance coded minvs increase in statutory premium

reserve equals premiuns earned. This too is a refinement that has

developed only recently.

If recent loss experience exceeds that of earlier years by more

than the factors of 40 per cent and ICO per cent accounted for by changes

in reporting procedures, it may be due to the increased proportion of

business being done on an inter-state basis. Inter-state companies are

exposed to higher risks because they do much of their business on an

"approA^d attorney" and/or "abstracter agent" basis. This means that

they depend upon a distant local attorney or abstract company to search

and examine titles and issue insurance policies in the title insurance

company's name. Under these circumstances less control by the insuring

company over losses is possible. Carelesness and dishonesty are tvo

hazards to which the inter-state companies are more exposed than are

local companies whose a\-m. employees do the search and examination.

Losses due to dishonesty may have increased in recent years. A title

in the process of being ins'ared is a good target for a forger or larcen-

ist. For example, one dishonest attorney caused a national company

approximately $200,000 in losses through fraudulent practices over a

period of several years before his defalcations were discovered. 21

With all of the above considerations in mind, the standards

below are adopted for loss/premiums earned ratios as criteria against

which to measiire our sam.ple data. The criteria vary by group because

of the greater underv/riting risk faced by national companies.

^^Jordon, op. cit ., p. 70*
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Group A 7-0 per cent

Group B U.O per cent

Group C 3»0 p2J^ cent

Aggregate 6.0 per cent

Loss/premiums earned ratios equal to or less than these respec-

tive ar.ounts vrill be held to confirra a "low" degree of under'.Triting risk.

Of course, the term "low" is relative. The standards adopted here for

title insurance loss ratios are certainly low in comparison with those

of any other tyve of insurance. In addition, these standards are design-

ed to be of the same general magnitude, after allowance for changes in

reporting procedures, as the historical loss ratios which were attacked

as "ridiculously" low.

To provide loss ratios more comparable to those reported in

earlier years, loss/total operating ixicome ratios will also be calciilatec

Since other fees and charges often were included in premiums in earlier

periods, and since income derived from such fees are typically part of

title insurance income, this ratio will be useful for comparison ifith

earlier loss ratios and as a less conservative but probably more real-

istic indication of the total underwriting risk to which title insurance

companies are exposed relative to the total volui::e of income. These

criteria are:

Group A 3.5 per cent

Group B 2.0 per cent

Group C 1.5 pei" cent

Aggregate 3^0 per cent
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The criteria for this ratio are exactly half, in each case, of

those for the loss/preniiums earned ratio. This reflects the fact that

premiuns earned are just over 50 per cent of total operating income as

currently reported. Loss ratios less than or eq-oal to these ahove

vrill be held to show a low degree of risk.

To provide an indication of the range and variability of

individual company loss experience, loss/premiums earned ratios and

loss/total operating income ratios will be co:-puted for each oi" the

thirty sample couipanies for each year 1959 through 19^3. The cornpanies

vrLU be arrayed -vrithin each group and -cr.e arrays examined for range

and central tendency. An estimate ••.tIH be nade of the probability of

occurrence of loss ratios exceeding tv/ice the criteria adopted for

the res3?ective groups. A median val\;;e less than the criterion for the

group will be held to substantiate a low degree of risk. Less than 10

per cent of the loss ratios exceeding twice the group criterion will

likewise be held to confirm a low degree of risk.

These statistical compilations and analyses are subjects of

the next section.

Statistical Analysis of Degree of Eisk in

Ti"ole Insurance Undei-^nriting

It is clear from Tables 5 and 6 below that loss experience differs

markedly by size group. For the period 1959 thJ.'ough I963, the national

companies of Group A report loss/premiums earned ratios more than t'/ice

as large as the mediun-sized companies of Group 3. In turn, the Group B
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TABU

LOSS/PEEMIDIS ECJRM3D RATIOS FOR FIVE-YEAR PERIOD
1959-1963 AI© EACH YEAR TZSREOF

Group Period
1959-1963 1959 i960 1961 1962 1963

Group A
Aggregate
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TP3IM 6

loss/total OPSRA-TIltlG INCOJ-E MTIOS FOR FIVE-YEAR PERIOD

1Q59_1963 isJ^D EACH YSlPJi TIE1E30F

Group

Period ^ ^

1959-1963 1959 i960 1961 19c2 1903

Aggregate 3.5°/^ 3-2^ i^.3/o 3.^^= 3-5^ 3-3^^

Group B ^ -, r, T c-

Aseregate 1.5 LO 1-3 -^-'-^ 1-T l->

Group C 778
Aggregate .8 .7 1*2 -7 •

!

Grand
Aggregate 3-0 2.6 3-6 2.9 3.1 2.9

Soui'ce:' Annual statements. See Appendix for dollar data.

The group ratios appearing in Tables 5 and 6 are aggregates

and hence are weighted in pro-portion to the volvme of operations of

each company. The Group A companies have a very powerful influence

on the grand aggregate ratios because their total volunie of prerr.iu.T;S

was 4.8 times^ and their operating income volume was h.k times that

of the Group B companies. The Group B premium volume was 3.3 times

that of the Group C companies, and their operating income was 2.8

times.

Showing the relationship in another way, the Group A companies

had 78.6 per cent of the total premivim income a/.d 76.6 per cent of

to-cal operating income. (See Table 7 belovr.)
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T/iBIS 7

LOSSES, PKEMimiS EARISD, Al© TOTAL OPEMTIIfG INCGM
BY C-KOu? FOE PERIOD 1959-1963

(TH0USA1®S OF D0LLAPJ3)

Grou-D Losses Premiviras

Earned

Total
Operating
Income

Per cent
PremiuKis

Earned

Per cent
Operating
Incorr.3

Group A
Aggregate

Group B
Aggregate

Group C

Aggregate

Grand
Aggregate

$10,360 $152,569 $292,612

oSS 31,919 66, if20

190 9,710 23,3^^9

78.6
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reports a 17.3 psr cent loGs/pre:niurn ratio f'cr the five-yecir period

I959-I963, yet the loss/opereting incor.e i-atio is crj.y Z,h per cent.

The first ratio is the highest reported for the Group A companies^

but the second is less than average for that group. The indication is

that a snialler than average amount of incorco has been designated as

"premiuiTi, " although other factors may be at vork as well.

Table 8 shovs the loss/premium ratio for the Group A companies

over the five-year period 1959-19^3 to range from 3.3 P^^r cent to 17.3

per cent, vith a median value of 8.9 P^r cent. Table 9 shows the loss/

operating income ratios for this period range from 1.6 per cent to l4.3

per cent, vith a median value of 3-5 p£- cent.

TABLE 8

LOSS/PREMIli'-IS EARISID RATIOS FOR GROUP A ARRAYED
IN OILIER OF 1959-1963 LOSS RATIOS

Company
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TABLE 9

loss/total operating IHC0^3 EATIOS FOR GROUP A PUmXED
IN ORISR OF 1959-1963 LOSS RATIOS

Company



TABLE 10

LOSS/PEEMIUMS EAE:3D MTIOS FOR GROL^_B AEEAYED

III ORTSR OF 1959-1963 LOSS RATIOS

Company
Number

Period
1959-1963

13
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TABLE 12

LOSS/PSEMIII-IS EAEI\^D EATIOS FOR GROUP C i^JlRAYED

IK ORnSR OF 1959-1963 LOSS RATIOS

Coiraany



The loss/operatins income ratios are less variable; only nine

of Group A ratios exceed. 7-0 per cent, for a relative frequency of .l8.

Over the five-year period, only one company exceeds 7.0 per cent.

Of the fifty loss/premiuras earned ratios for Group B, only three

exceed 8.0 per cent, or tv/ice the Group B criterion, for a relative

freo,uency of .C6. One company is above 8.0 per cent for the five-year

period.

Of the fifty loss/operating incorae ratios for Group B, three

exceed h.O per cent, for a relative frequency of .06. No company exceeds

k.O per cent for the period.

Of the fifty loss/premium ratios for Group C, nine exceed 6.0

per cent, for a relative frequency of .18.

Of the fii"cy loss/operating incorce ratios for Group C, only one

exceeds 3.0 per cent, for a relative frequency of .02. No company exceeds

3.0 per cent for the five-year period.

The following discussion summarizes ho\r Hypothesis No. 1 tests

when the sample data are measxjred against the criteria developed earlier

in this Chapter:

All group aggregates are within the established criteria for

both loss/premium and loss/operating income ratios over the five-year

period. The Group A aggregate exceeded its criteria for both ratios

in the year I96O, the only infraction for group aggregates. Groups

B and C sire well in line with the low histoi'lcal loss experience of

the title insurance industry, with group aggregate loss/operating

income ratios of 1.5 psr cent and .8 per cent respectively.
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The title insurance industry^ heavily veighted by the national

companies, appears to be experiencing a slightly higher incidence of

losses in recent years than in earlier periods. Compared vith the

ratios reported in previous studies, the current loss ratios are

slightly higher than would be expected from the changes in accounting

and reporting procedures which have occurred.

For example, the aggregate loss/operating inconie ratio for the

industry sample over the five-year period 1959-1963^ at 3.0 per cent,

is higher than historical loss ratios by about six-tenths of one per

cent more than changes in reporting procedures alone would account for.

Title insurance fees and premium rates have remained level while

policy coverage has been gradually broadened, particularly for mortgagee

policies. Inflation has undoubtedly affected the cost of claim settle-

ments, compared with a decade or so ago, but custom, competition and

improved operational techniques have tended to hold dovm fees and

premium rates.

The increase in loss ratio is modest in relative terms and almost

m.iniscule in absolute terms. The loss/premium ratio for the industry,

at 5.9 per cent, and the loss/operating income ratios, at 3.0 per cent,

over the five-year period provide positive affirmation that the risk

inherent in title underwriting continues to be of lov;- degree. Hypothesis

No. 1 is held to be confirmed.



CHAPOSE V

PH0FITA3ILICT OF TEE TITLE IKSIBAKCS Il'IDUSTSY AIID ITS

CAPACITY OF MEETIKG FIMNCIAL OBLIGL'-.TIONS

Operating Versus Investmsnt Assets

The earnings of title insurance companies arise from two sources:

(1) operating income from title \:uiderv7riting and allied operations such

as title search^ examination, abstract, triistee, and escrov fees; and

(2) investment income from the large proportions of total assets in

the form of securities, mortgage loans, and other income -earning debt

or equity instruments. A third source of profits for some companies

holding common stocks has been capital gains.

The assets employed in investments do not contribute directly

to operating income. Certain minima capital and liability reserves

are needed to meet the legal requirements for title insurers to provide

assurance of financial responsibility and protection of policyholders.

Retained earnings increase the net worth cushion beyond legal require-

ments. Investment assets, representing statutory premium reserves and

part of surplus and capital, normally are not called upon to meet

operational requirements or liabilities. In a remote contingency they

might be needed to meet liabilities, meanwhile they can be as profitably

invested as possible in keeping with maintenance of financial responsi-

bility and protection of policyholders. Limitations imposed by statu-ce

also operate as restraints, in general, not inrcasonable ones.

- 90 -
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For our measurement of profitability, v;e will consider operating

profits separately from investment earnings and vill distinguish, the

assets employed in operations from investment assets. This vill permit

determination of the rate of return vrhich net operating profits provide

on operating assets. V/e will then look at the rate of return realized

on investment assets. Finally, we will consider the net after-tajc rate

of return on net worth that res\ilts from the combination of operating

and investment earnings.

•The percentage composition of assets for the sample companies

by size group are presented in Table ik. Some variations between groups

are evident, but a large proportion of investment assets is common to

all groups.

Investment assets have been defined as all securities holdings,

i. e., stocks and bonds, mortgage loans, collateral loans, and savings

and loan shares. Operating assets are simply total assets less invest-

ment assets.

The item "Agency and Escrow Funds (contra)" has been deleted

entirely from consideration. These are svjns held in trust (or escrow)

for others, usually pending closing of a real estate transaction. They

are segregated from the title insurance companies' funds and deposited

in special accounts. For balance sheet reporting title insurance

companies show them as an asset and as an e>:actly offsetting liability.

It might appear that these funds could be earning interest while in

escrow, and thus contribute to investment earnir^s, but with rare

exceptions such funds are in demand deposits. Since these fimds do
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TABLE 1^4-

PERCSKTAGE CC2-5P03ITIOH OF ASSETS

AS OP IECE!'4BEP. 31> 19^3

Assets
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not really 1)610:12 to the title insurance company, and since they distort

both assets and liabilities if sho^ra as such, they have been deleted

from both assets and liabilities for our purpose.

Real estate logically could have been included as either an

operating or an investment asset, since it may be needed for operations

but also may be held for investment income . It is included as an

operating asset in our definition because title insirrance companies

are often restricted by statute from holding real estate in excess of

that needed for their operating and administrative purposes. A limit

of five years, for example, may be placed on the time vithin which real

estate acquired through foreclosure of mortgage loans may be held.-'-

Therefore, we have considered real estate holdings as operating assets.

Criteria for Operating Profitability

Net operating profits will be divided by operating assets as

defined above to determine the earning power of operating assets. This

computation will be made by group aggregates rather than by individual

company because of the variations in methods of accoimting in use.

For example, some companies have -vnritten their title plant do'^ra. to

$1.00, ethers carry title plant at acquisition, or otherwise determined

value. Group aggregates will dampen out excessive aberrations of this

type, while providing the necessary insiglit as to the basic profit-

ability of title linderv/riting.

-^?his is the provision cf the Pennsylvania Title Ins-^-ance

Code. (Section 732, Article VII, Public Law 682)
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As criteria for measuring title insurance profitability, the

following standards will be applied: An operating profit rate of less

than lij-.2 per cent will be held to indicate low profitability; an

operating profit rate of lU.2 par cent or more but less than 22.it

per cent will be an indication of normal profitability; a rate of

22. i; per cent or more will show high profitability. An operating

profit rate of 22.^4- per cent or more will be held to confirm Hypothe-

sis Wo. 2, that title insurance is a very profitable business.

This schedule of rates may appear to have been arbitrarily

selected, but it is consistent with the standards for after-tax rates

of return on net worth to be established in the next section. That

is, a rate of 22. i^- per cent before taxes is equivalent to the 11.2

per cent after-tax rate of return on net worth to be discussed under

the next heading. (Assuming a 50 per cent corporate income tax rate

on operating profits)

.

It might be noted that the operating profit rates discussed

here are not the same as operating profit margins. They would be

the same only, coincidentally, if one dollar of operating assets

produced one dollar of operating revenue. Since operating profit

margins, that is, operating profits as a percentage of operating

revenues, will be of interest in comparing title insurance operating

results with those of fire and casualty companies, they also will

be computed.
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Net After-Tax Return on Nat Worth

Rate of return on operating assets should be a good indication

of profitability but it is not sufficient for title insurance companies,

which have larger proportions of their assets devoted to income -earn-

ing investments than are devoted to producing operating income. For

example, as of December 31, 19^3, the thirty sample companies had an

aggregate of $Vj-, 536,000 of operating assets and $121,105,000 of in-

vestment assets. The total of investment assets was thus about 2.7

times the total of operating assets.

The final determination of profitability for the title in-

surance industry vill be based upon the net after-tax rate of return

on net worth. ^ This criterion was advocated as being the best by

one authority "after a little more than two years of struggling with

the title insurance regulation problem in Pennsylvania."

Comparisons to determine a reasonable margin for profit

and contingencies can only be made on the basis of net in-

come after taxes, including investment income, and probably

only on the basis of a return on "stockholder's equity" or

"surplus available for policyholders. "3

Criteria For Eeturn on Wet Worth

The standards we will adopt against which to measiire the

profitability of the title insurance industry takes into account

^The term "net worth" is being used in its conventional

accounting meaning, that is, total assets minus total liabilities.

In insiu-ance language this is denoted "policyholders' s\u-plus" or

"surplus available for policyholders."

SFairfax Leary, Jr., "Rate Regulation and Title Insurance,"

Insurance Law Journal (1953)^ 613-
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that title insurance is a regulated industry. As a regulated industry,

subject to control of their rate schedules, title insurers must charge

rates which are not "excessive, inadec^uate or unfairly discriminatory."

A typical statutory provision for setting rates reads as follows:

Rates shall not "be inadeq_imte or unfairly discriminatory,

nor shall rates be excessive; that is, such as to permit title

insurance companies to earn a greater profit, after payment of

all taxes upon all income, than is necessary to enable them to

earn over the years sufficient amounts to pay their actual
expenses and losses arising in the conduct of their title in-

surance business, including commissions paid and the actual-

cost of maintaining a title plant, plus a reasonable profit.^

The problem, as in all rate regulation, boils down to the ques-

tion: What is a reasonable rate of return on investinent for a regulated

industry? Public utility commissioners are faced with this problem in

ruling on applications by public utility companies for rate increases,

or determining that rate decreases should be imposed in the public

interest. The rate decisions made by public utility commissions and/or

the actual return on net investment achieved by public utilities should

provide a datum to serve as a criterion for a minimum rate of return

for title insurers. Title ins;irance is more subject to business cycle

vagaries and to competitive forces than are regulated utilities, which

are usually protected monopolies, so the rate of return allowed or

achieved on net investment by public utilities should be a minimum

expectation for the title insurance industry.

Moody's Public Utility Manual - 196^ Edition summarizes the

important utility rate decisions made during the period 1957~1963'

TPe nnsylvania Title Insurance Code, Public Law 682, Article
VII, Section 739.
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Of a total of IS^l- rate decisions in which a specific rate of return

iras authorized, only two were in excess of 7.0 per cent and two l^rere

less than 5.0 per cent. The median and the mean values were both equal

to 6.13 per cent. The results are listed by year in Table 15.

TABLE 15

EAT2S OF EETURN AUTHORIZED IN UTILITY RATE DECISIONS



cent, and 7-25 pe^ cent for the years I96I, 1962, and 1963^ resi)ectively.

It appears that either the median rate of return authorized by

public utility commissions or the actual rate of return achieved by

electric utility companies vould serve as a useful datum against which

to measure the profitability of another regulated industry. The rate

of return actually realized has the advantage that it reflects actual

achievement—not a goal. The mean rate of return realized by the I88

electric utilities over the period I96I - I963 was 7-09 per cent;

therefore, a return of 7'1 pe^ cent vill be adopted as the minimum

expectation for title insurance companies.

Public utility commissions approve rates of return averaging

between six and seven per cent on rate bases knowing that the use of

borro>red fimds and preferred stock will, through capital leverage,

enable public utility companies to earn substantially higher rates of

retiirn on common stockholders' eq_uity. The Federal Power Commission

reports the earnings available for common stock as a per cent of com-

mon equity for the I88 electric utilities over the period 1953 through

1963. The rates range from a high of 11.8 per cent to a low of 10.

3

per cent, with a median value of 11.1 per cent. (See Table I6)

.

The earnings of electric utilities characteristically are very

stable and recession proof as Table I6 illustrates. The return on

equity achieved by these I88 electric utility companies over the

eleven-year period I953-I963 may be taken as another datum against

vhlch to measure profitability of title insurance companies. If the
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TABLE 16

EAENINGS AVAILABLE FOR COlvMON STOCK AS PER CEMT OF AVERAGE

COMON EQUITY I88 ELECTRIC UTILITIES

Year Per Cent Year

1953
195^
1955
1956
1957
1958

10.3
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cent to show aoriaal profitability; and a rate of 11.2 or more to show

hioh profitability. Hypothesis No. 2 will be held to be confirmed by

a return on net worth greater than 11.2 per cent. If the return on

net worth achieved by title insurance companies is less than the return

on eq^xiity realized by electric utilities, and within the range of re-

turns earned by all insured commercial banks, it will be concluded that

Hypothesis No. 2 is refuted. The title insurance business can hardly

be described as ver^'- profitable it its rates of return are less than

those earned by other regulated industries.

Analysis of Or>erating Profitability

The rates of operating profits as a per cent of operating

assets achieved by the sample companies are listed in Table 17« The

TABLE 17

OPERATING PEOFiTS AS PEE CENT OF OEEEATING ASSETS

Period
1959-1963 1959 i960 1961 1962 1963

30.35^ 3-. 3^
23.0 30.9
7.8 1U.2
27.1 30.0

Source: Computed from annual statements.

results presented in Table I7 provide a mixed picture when the criterion

of 22.4 per cent is applied to determine whether or not the title in-

surance industry is a very profitable one . From the all-company

Group A
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aggregate for the five-year period, we would conclude that it is very

profitable . Groups A and B both exceed the criterion for high profit-

ability over the five-year period. However, Group B falls below it

in two of the five years, and Group C is not even in the normally

profitable range but falls into t/.e category of low profitability.

These conclusions seem to follow: title insurance underwrit-

ing, as measured by the net operating profit rate of retxirn on oper-

ating profit rate of return on operating assets, is a very profitable

business for the national companies and marginally so for the medium-

sized companies. The small companies, as a group, show low profit-

ability. The larger companies so dominate the title insurance business

that the industry as a whole is in the high profitability category.

Q-peratins: Profit Margin

The operating profit rate of return on operating assets, il-

lustrated in Table 1?, consists of two factors: the profit margin,

or operating profit as a per cent of operating revenues, and the

turnover of operating assets, or the dollars of revenue produced by

each dollar of assets. Since profit margin is useful for comparison

vri.th fire and casualty insurance company exjerience, these factors

were computed and the results sho\«i in Table l8 for the five-year

period I959-I963. A profit margin of 13A per cent is the average

for our industry sample, with turnover of operating assets of I.98

times. This produces the sane rate of return on operating assets,

(i. e., 13. ij- X 1.98 = 26.5 per cent), tliat was found in Table I7.
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TABLE 18

OEEEATIKG PROFIT I-IAKGIN AITO TURNOVER OF OEERATnTG ASSETS,

PERIOD 1959-1:53 ^

, (DOLLARS IK THOUSAITOS)

Profit Turnover of

Margin Operating Assets

Group A:

Operating Revenues

Operating Profits

Operating Assets

Group B:

Operating Revenues

Operating Profits

Operating Assets

Group C:

Operating Revenues

Operating Profits

Operating Assets

Aggregate

:

Operating Revenues

Operating Profits

Operating Assets

$292,612
i^2A99

11^-5,109

66>20
6,971
30,867

23,3^9
2,168
17,658

$382,381
51,338

193, 63 i^

li+.H

10.5

9.3

13.^^

2.02

2.15

1.32

1.'

Source: Annual statements. Operating Assets shov.'n_are the

sum of the yearly reports to agree vith the sums for Operating Revenues

and Operating Profits.

Return on Investment Assets

The approximate rates of return on investment assets achieved

by the industry sample of title insurance companies are given in

Table 19- The rates are approximate since investment assets are

reported as of year-end; changes occurring within the year would not
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be reflected. The yearly rates shown are computed by averaging the

investcents reported at the beginning of the period and at the end,

except for 1959 where the year-end data only are available.

The relatively low rates of return on investment assets combine

with the relatively high operating profit rates to produce an overall

rate of profit intermediary between the two.

TABLE 19

IMVESTMEIW YIEIJ3S

Period
1959-1963 1959 I9S0 1961 1962 1963

Group A
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TABLE 20

AGGEEGATE BALANCE SHEET FOR ALL COMPAUISS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, I963
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Assets Liabilities & Net Worth

Operating Assets $ ^,536

Investment Assets 121,105

Total Assets $165,6^+1

Liabilities $ 21,538

Statutory Premium Reserve 39^832

Net Worth lOij-,271

Total Liabilities and
Net Worth $165, 61+1

Source: Annual statements. Escrowed funds, held in trust,
are subtracted from both assets and liabilities.

1h-T0 factors are at work: (l) Favorable tax treatment is accorded inter-

corporate dividend income, and the interest on "municipal" bonds is en-

tirely tax exempt. Realized capital gains, also favorably taxed, add

to investment return. (2) Some financial leverage is at work because

net worth is less than the total of income -earning investment assets.

Statutory premium reserves are carried as a liability but the income

from the eq_uivalent invested assets accrues to the title insurance

company. As of December 3I, I963, the aggregate investment assets of

the industry sample were equal to II6 per cent of net worth. The

investment earnings from the larger sum increases the effective rate

of return on net worth.

Our criteria for the after-tax rate of return on net worth,

applied to the values shown in Table 21, indicate that the title
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TABLE 21

APTEE-TAX PEOFIT P3 PER CE!T? OP NET WORTH FOR
FIVE-YEAR PERIOD I959-I963
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TABLE 22

APTSR-TAX PROFIT AS PER CEOT OF NET WORTH
FOR GROUP A COMPANIES ARRAYED IN

DECREASIIIG ORDER

Company
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TABLE 23

APTER-T/JC PROFIT AS PER CEKD OF BIET WORTH FOR GROUP B
C0>1PMIES ARRAYED IN DSCR3A3BIG ORDER

Conpany
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Many title insurance conij)anies did become insolvent during

the 1930 's but it was mortgage g\iaranteeing which brought about the

failm-es. Most states now prohibit a title insurance company from

guaranteeing mortgages and this form of activity^ which proved so

disastrous in the 1930 's is no longer a threat to solvency.

Our general conclusion \rith respect to the virofitability of

the title insurance industry is that its "ondem-nriting operations

produce very satisfactory profits. Tlie low yields obtained on in-

vestment assets depress the over-all rate of return on net worth to

about the mid-point of the normal profitability range. Hypothesis

No. 2 is refuted. The earnings achieved by title insurance companies

are better described as "satisfactory" rather than as very "profit-

able .

"

Financial Capability of Title Insurance Comt)anies

The capability of title ins-orance companies to meet their

financial obligations is affected by two considerations: (l) public

regulatory requirements such as incorporation statutes, minimum

capital and paid-in s'urplus requirements, the frequently-occurring

requirement for a substantial deposit of cash or high-grade securities

with a public official, requirements for premium reserves, filing of annu-

al statements, and the periodic examination of title insvu^ance companies
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"oy state insurance department auditors, (2) The other factor relates

to the actual financial results obtained hy title insurance corcpanies.

In short, do they operate profitably, with a coriifortable cushion of

earnings in excess of clains which materialize from policyholders,

and are some earnings retained to build up siK-plus beyond statutory

requirements?

The state regulatory requirements are adequate and soundly

conceived in most cases. They may, ho^^raver, be excessive or oppres-

sive in some jurisdictions. For example, the deposit of $500,000

required to do a title insurance business in Cook County, Illinois is

evidently intended to make it difficult for a company to qualify.

The exclusionary effect of a local deposit requirement

is certainly not altogether unintended; the prevalence

of retaliation statutes applicable to deposit require-

ments suggests that the various state legislatures sus-

pect other legislatures of attempting to exclude the

homiC company .... If a state is v/illing that its

home insurance companies shall be burdened with deposit

requirements vmder the retaliatory laws of other states

in which they do business, it may protect the domestic

insurance m.arket for the home companies by exacting a

large local deposit from foreign companies.?

For the purpose of this study, we shall assum.e that statutory

regulations add important elements of financial responsibility, but

our analysis \rill be confined to the evidences of financial capability

that are reflected in balance sheets and income statements. The

indications of financial capability that will be examined are: the

relationship of net worth to total liabilities, the relationship

of losses actually incurred to earnings available for pajar.ent of

Roberts, op. cit ., p. 173"
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losses, and the relationship betveen losses and the provisions for

liability reserves.

Criteria for Measturing Financial Capability

Hypothesis No. 3 states: The capability of title insurance

companies to meet their financial obligations is very high. This

premise will be tested against the criteria which follow:

(1) Hypothesis No. 3 will be held to be confirrr.ed if net

worth provides a large cushion of safety in comparison to total

liabilities and assets are not tied up in non-liquid form. We know

from Table ik that title insurance company assets are to a large

extent invested in readily marketable securities. Therefore a net

worth equal to or greater than total liabilities vrill be held to

confi3rm a very high financial capability.

(2) Hypothesis No. 3 will be held to be confirmed if the

earnings available for payment of losses are equal to at least three

times the losses actually incurred. This criterion implies that

losses could quadruple, other expenses remaining the same, without

producing a deficit.

(3) Hypothesis No. 3 will be held to be coni"irEed if the

anniial additions to statutory premium reserves are equal to or greater

than actual losses experienced during the period. The implication

here is that a 100 per cent safety factor is operative. That is,

reserves against future losses are being made which are eqixal to or

greater than the current losses being experienced, (in addition to
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the fact that losses are paid out of current operatlns income as they

occur, not from these premium reserves.)

(4) Hypothesis No. 3 vill he held to be confirmed if the

total statutory premium reserve as of Deccr.-fcer 31^ 19^53 is at least

twice as i:iuch as the total of all losses experienced during the five-

year period 1959-I963. This criterion implies that statutory premiujn

reserves represent a 100 per cent safety factor on all losses experi-

enced for a ten-year period.

The actual operating experience of our industry sample vill

be Eeasured against these criteria in the next section.

Statistical Analysis of Financial Capability

Table 25 shoves net worth to exceed total liabilities by a

substantial margin for all size groups of title insurance companies.

This is a more conservative financial position than the average of

other non-life insurance companies. 9 Yet title insurance underivrriting

is both more profitable and less hazardoiis than other non-life under-

•jnriting.

On the basis of this very large cushion of net worth to

liabilities, it appears that title insurance companies are better

able to meet their financial responsibilities than are other non-

life insurers. The same conclusion follov/s from examination of

James B. Ludtke, The American Financial System (Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, I96I) p. 221, shov.-s net worth eqxial to 58.8 per
cent of total liabilities for all non-life insurance companies,
end of 1958.
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TABLE 25

NET WORTH AS PERCEIWA.GE OF TOTAL LI/iBILITIES
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The aggregate average of 3-3 times sho^m by Table 26 means

that losses averaged less than 2p per cent of earnings available to

pay losses during the period 1959 through 1963. (Losses vera paid

once before taxable earnings were computed.) This neets our criterion

and attests to the very strong financial capability which is typical

of the title insurance companies.

In addition to pa,ying current title losses from operating

income as they occur, each year, on average, the title insurance

industry's additions to premiun reserves are greater than the title

losses incurred. Table 27 shows the ratio of increase in statutory

premium reserve to losses incurred.

TABLE 27

RATIO OF INCEEASE IN STATUTORY PEEMim
RESERVE TO LOSSES ISCURRSD
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prcmiuja reserves as of December 31, 19o3 to the total losses incurred

during the five-year period 1959-1963 are presented in Table 28. The

reserve is seen to be equivalent to seventeen years' losses at the

rate which losses were incurred over the five-j'-ear period. The pro-

vision for premium reserves exceeds the criteria established earlier

in this chapter, and provides further evidence of the strong financial

capability which is characteristic of title irisurance companies.

TABLE 28

TOTAL STATUTOEY PEEMim ISSEKVE AS OF lECEI'fflER 31, I963

AS P3R CEI^iT OF LOSSES FOR PERIOD 1959-1963

Premium Rese:

December 31^
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The evidence is very strong that title insurance companies

have a high capability of meeting their financial obligations.

Hypothesis No. 3 is held to be confirmed.

Rate of Growth of Income and Earnings

The rates at which its revenues and earnings are expand-

ing are indications of an industry's profitability and capability

of meeting financial obligations as they arise. As a measure of

the title insurance industry's rate of expansion, average annual

compound rates of growth of total operating revenues and net

after-tax profits were computed for the period 1959 through 1965.

The Group A companies were found to be increasing revenues

at the rate of 9.6 per cent per year, the Group B companies at 8.5

per cent per year, and the Group C companies at 3.2 per cent per

year. The aggregate average rate of increase was 9.0 per cent

per year over the period.

The average annual rates of increase in after-tax profits

were 6.2 per cent, 8.4 per cent, and a negative k,9 per cent foa*

Groups A, B, and C respectively. The industry aggregate rate

was 5.9 per cent per year.

The dollar data upon which these calculations were based

are shown in the Appendix, Table 60.

The low risks of title insuring, the profitability of

the industry, and its strong financial position bear importantly

on capacity to incur investment risk and investment policy—the

subjects of the next chapter.
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CAPACITY TO DICUR IlWESTMEin? RISK AI^TD

SUITABILITY OF IMESTMEM" POLICY

Comparison vith Fire and Casualty Under\-?riters

The capacity of title insurance companies to bear investment

risks should be roughly comparable to that of fire and casualty cc::i-

panies. Actually, as \<re vill see, the capacity of title insurance

companies is greater than that of either fire or casiialty under-

vnriters, but some of the same methods of analysis oi" rules of thumb

may be applied.

Fire and casualty companies characteristically have relatively

large ratios of capital and surplus (net worth) to total liabilities.

Best's Insurance News reports these figures for 90 stock fire and

casualty companies as of December 31^ 19o3:~ total capital and

svirplus $k,kl6,6hQ,000, total liabilities $5^587,765,000. The ratio

of total capital and sxjrplus to liabilities is thus just under 30 per

cent.

This ratio is in accord v/ith the rou^h r^ule of thumb that

liabilities shovild not greatly exceed the total of capital and

surplus

.

Semi-Annual Experience," Best's Insurance News (September,
196it), p. 18.

- 116 -
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The one to one ratio, for fire insurance companies, and a

tvo to one ratio, for casualty companies, is usually applied to the

ratio of preniiu'a t'O^itins volirne to capital and siirplus.^ Ecvever,

since premium vritinG volume is directly reflected in liabilities

via the vmearned premium reserve, this amounts to about the same

thing as a comparison of total liabilities to capital and surplus.

The large cushion of capital and surplus gives fire and

casualty insiorance companies far greater investment risk capacity

than life insurance companies, for vhich capital and s^orplus is a

small fraction (about one-ninth) of liabilities. The greater invest-

ment risk capacity is reflected in a more aggressive investment policy.

1!\70 other factors have encouraged fire and casualty insurance

companies to maintain relatively large holdings of common stock in

their investment portfolios: First, stock non-life insurance com-

panies are subject to income taxes at the regular corporate income

tax rate. This makes common (and preferred) stocks attractive becaiise

the effective tax rate on inter-corporate dividends is only about

7.5 ps^ cent. (15 per cent of dividends are taxed at regular cor-

porate income tai-c rates.) Common stocks offer a tax-sheltered way

of increasing surplus to support a larger volur.e of underviriting. The

dividends are favorably taxed and, in addition, high quality stocks

tend to provide much of their total return in the form of capital

p _"Roger Kenney, Fundamentals of Fire and Casug.lty .ir—v.ranca

Strength (Dedhara, Massachusetts: The Kenney Insurance Studies,

19^9), pp. 17-28.
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appreciation, which is not taxed at all mtil realized upon sale,

and then is taxed at favorable capital-gains rates. Ey buying

high quality stocks and holding them, fire and casualty insurance

companies h-ave been able to increase their surplus at low ta:<: cost.

The second consideration making common stocks attractive is

that inflation has a direct bearing on the liabilities of non-life

insiurance companies. A life insurance contract calls for payment of

a fixed number of dollars regardless of the dollar's value, but non-

life insurance claims must be settled on the basis of the current

purchasing pov/er of the dollar. Thus non-life companies need a hedge

against inflation.

Another segment of the insurance industry has followed

a more aggressive investment policy, placing more emphasis

on equities. After maintaining cash and bond holdings in

sufficient amounts to cover insiH-ance liabilities and

reserves, and to meet regulatory requirements, they have

invested in common stocks for the most part. These

companies seek higher income and appreciation to reduce

the squeeze on surplus from the rise in liabilities in

an inflationary period. Apparently they feel that the

erosion of inflation on the value of fixed income

securities is as great a threat to their financial

strength as unprofitable insurance operations.

3

Another factor that has been predominant in our thinl-:-

ing during the past ten years is the inflation which has

affected not only the values of real estate and insvirable

oroperty but also has materially affected, tlirough the

depreciation of the dollar, the value of funds invested

in the bond market . . . many insurance companies have

^Commission on Money and Credit, Property and Casualty

Insurance Companies - Their Role as Financial Intermediaries

(Englevood Cliffs, W. J.: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 19o2), pp. 56-57.
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bou^iht common stocks to protect themselves and their
investcant portfolios from the debilitating effects

of inflation.^

The proportion of common stocks which it is appropriate for

a fire or casualty insiorance company to hold depends upon several

factors. Firstly, fire insurers may be somewhat more aggressive

than casualty insurers because their liquidity needs are less.

Casualty insurance policies are normally issued for a one-year period

and the current liabilities payable can reach very high figures.

Fire insurance policies typically are i-jritten for a three or five-

year term, resulting in lower current payables.

5

Secondly, it is customary to keep the total of cash and money

rate bonds approximately equal to total liabilities. Best ' s Insurance

News compiles an aggregate of 1328 fire and casualty companies. In

reporting the changes in portfolio composition which occurred between

1931 and 1962, Best's noted the remarkably stable r£,tio of cash and

bonds to total liabilities (at one to one), and the total assets in-

vested in common stocks (at about 38 per cent)

.

Another significant fact to note is that while the market
value of total common stocks owned increased from$L.4 billion
in 1931 to $9.1 billion in I962 (to a large extent through
appreciation in market value) their relative importance as a

per cent of assets showed relatively little change.
That is the record, with investment theory during the

period favoring comm.on stocks as a hedge against inflation,
why did insurance companies, as a group, increase their
cash and bonds to record levels? . . .

'^'/illiam C. Kidg^/ay, Jr., "Investment Policy," Readings

Property and Casualty Insirrance (Komewood, Illinois: Kichard D.

Irwin Inc., 1959)^ P- IToI

^Commission on Money and Credit, op. cit., p. 3^«
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PS preraim volume and resulting liabilities increased,

most insurance companies strove ^o
=°^f/^^ i!;:^^^J\'2^;^

money rate bonds and cash. This they did, virou.llydoll.-r

?o- dollar. Over a period of years, cash and bonds have

be'en kep^It a level roughly actual to total liabilities and

bonds aSne at about 85^, of al^ liabilities - almost exactly

the ratio that prevails today.

°

With total liabilities covered by cash and highly liquid

securities, the assets representing capital and surplus ir^y be used

more aggressively. It is not unusual for a fire insurance company

to hold common stocks eQU£a to two-thirds of capital and surplus.

Summarizing briefly, fire and casualty companies axe consider-

ed to have financial strength if capital and s-orplus is about equal

to total liabilities and if cash and bonds also about ec^oal liabilities.

The under^^'riting results being achieved would be another important

indication of financial strength and consequent capacity to incur

investment risk.

The factors discussed above which have operated to make large

holdings of common stocks appropriate for fire and casualty under-

>7riters are also applicable to title insurance companies. That is,

title insurers also have large cushions of capital and surplus con-

pared to liabilities, they are taxed at regular corporate income ta^

rates, and their liabilities are increased automatically with inflation.

In addition, title insurers show very satisfactory profits while fire

and casualty undervnriting tends to be a deficit operation; and the

liquidity needs of title insurers are less than for either fire or

^"Insurance Investments," Best's Insurance Kevs (Novcir.ber,

1963), p. 1^.
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casualty underwriters. We have noted the lov degree of risk acsocicted

vith title under^n-iting. Catastrophes and conflagrations are constant

concerns for casualty and fire underv/riters^ but hold no terror for

land title insurers.

It is necessary for fire and casual.ty companies to achieve a

diversification of imderwriting risks to preclude the possibility of

catastrophic losses from great disasters such as hurricanes and confla-

grations. Title insurance companies are not subject to the hazards

of natural disasters, but it might be well to examine to what extent

they are subject to the hazard of concentration of imdenvriting risk

and/or duplication of under^^nriting and investment risks.

Those title insurance companies which operate on a local basis

have their undervrritings concentrated in a relatively small area. If

some ancient claim, e. g., one evolving from a Spanish land grant

covering a large area, was to be validated by the courts, catastrophic

losses could conceivably result for a company insuring many titles in

the area. This possibility is ruled cut for all practical purposes

by statutes of limitations, time curative acts and the perfection of

titles by adverse possession.

It is also conceivable that a small title insurance company

night concentrate its investments in mortgages on real estate for

which it had also undenrritten the titles; thus duplicating the

incidence of undervnriting and investment risks. There are several

reasons why this woiild be a very remote poscibility. Investments

in mortgages are usually a relatively sir.all proportion of total
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investment assets, end the amount loaned on a isortgase is limited to

about 60 per cent of appraised value by statutory investment limitations

In addition, the foreclosure rate on mortgages and the loss ratios

experienced by title insurance companies are both very lo\r, so even

the coincidence of the tvo irould not pose any problem. 7 Finally,

local title insurance companies, vrhich might be subject to concen-

tration of undervn:iting risk, are found to have the lowest loss ratios

of the three size groups in our industry sample. It is concluded that

neither catastrophic losses nor concentration of unden-rriting risk or

duplication of under^'/riting and investment risks pose any problem for

title insurance companies.

There are several other differences betvreen fire, casualty and

title insurance undervjriters which should be examined. The statutory

pre'mium reserve of a title ins'orance company is significantly dif-

ferent from the xmearned premium reserve of a fire or casualty company.

For the latter, the unearned premium reserve arises because premiians

are received in advance before the product of protection for a stated

period is delivered. Either the insurer or the insured may cancel the

policy, in which case a rated proportion of the premium would be

returnable. For these reasons the entire amount of a fire and casualty

insurance premium is first put into the unearned premium reserve.

Premiums can be tal-cen into income only as they are earned with the

passage of time. As it is earned a premium getii broken down into

'The Housing and Home Finance Agency, Washington, D. C,
reports a default rate of 1.^ per cent, a foreclosure rate of 1.0
per cent on FHA mortgages as of December 31^ 19^3. Housing Statistics ,

February, I965, pp. 23 -2U.
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three components, expenses, losses and under\'.Titin3 profit or loss.

The expense portion finds its vay bacl: into surplus from which it

was "borrowed" when the acquisition costs of under^-zriting were paid.

The loss portion finds its way into loss reserves, and the under-

i/riting profit or loss also goes to surplus. Because of the high

loss ratios experienced by fire and casualty companies, a significant

portion of their unearned premium reserve will go to pay losses in-

curred within the following few months.

The statutory preniiuiQ reserve of a title insurance corr.pany

is quite different. Title insurance premiums are considered earned

as received, except for about 7-0 per cent on the average which goes

into the premium rese3rve. A typical provision woxild allow these

amounts set aside as reserves to be tal-ien into income over a 20-year

period. Meanwhile all expenses and losses are paid, as they occur,

from operating income . When amounts are talcen back into income from

the premium reserve no portion need go to pay losses and expenses;

the entire am.ount is income to the title insurance company.

If the title insurance company should become insolvent, the

sums represented by the statutory premium reserve would be available

for purchase of -e insurance on outstanding policies. Assuming

continued profitable operation, the title insurance company has a

large equity in its premium reserve, since these su:ns will eventually

be recovered. Meanwhile the assets corresponding to this liability

reserve account may be invested in quality securities, v/ith the

interest income accruing to the title insurance company. In a
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sense, the premium reserve is little different fror,i a "restricted"

or "frozen" surplus.

Fire and casualty companies have a smaller equity in their

unearned premium reserve. To estimate this equity Best's Insurance

Beports applies the expense ratio plus underi-nriting profit margin.

The equity in unearned premiiuns is represented by
expenses incurred in acquisition and by the profit margin
inherent in the run-off of the business.

°

In the analyses made by our company, we allovr credit
for an assumed equity in unearned premiums, based upon
the average loss experience of the company during the
preceding five years.

9

The equity in unearned premiums amounts to about kO per cent

for fire insurance companies and about 35 per cent for casualty

companies.-'-'

The analagous equity which a title insurance company has in

its premium reserve is 97 per cent, the sum of expense ratio plus

profit margin. A good case can be made for it being 100 per cent

since future losses will be paid from current operating income, as

past losses have been.

Of course, the recovery of this equity is long deferred for

title insurance companies, but so is the income tax upon it (additions

to statutory premium reserves are deductions from taxable incorre) and,

^6best's Insurance Reports, Fire and Casi-'.2lty Edition , I963,
p. xlx. ~~^

'
"^ ~ ~

^Alfred M. Best, "Eating the Financial Structure of Insurance
Companies," American Kanagem.ent Association , Insurance series. No. 96.

l^Kenney, op. cit., p. Jk.
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meanwhile, there is no loss of investment earnings on these amounts.

Criteria for Assessing Capacity to Incur Investment Risk

Hypothesis Ko. h states: The capacity of title insurance

companies to incur investment risk is greater than for fire and

casualty insurers. To test the validity of this hypothesis, \ts

will measure the financial circumstances of our industry sample of

title insxarance companies as of December 31, I963, and malie compari-

sons with stock fire and casualty company statistics as of the same

date.

The ratio of capital and surplus to liabilities v/ill be compar-

ed to determine if title insurance ratios are more or less favorable

than those of the fire and casualty underv/riters . This comparison will

be repeated after allowance for the respective equities in premium

reserves.

The ratios of cash plus bond holdings to liabilities will be

compared, before and after adjustments for the equity in premium

reserves.

The other factors to be considered, irhich have a bearing on

capacity to incur investment risk, are degree of under^'/riting risk,

profitability of undervnriting operation, and margin of safety in

meeting under-sinriting obligations.

A criterion based upon the appropriate amount of title

insiurance premium volume which can be sustained by a given net worth

has not been developed. This comparison would be of limited usefulness
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because of the very lov loss ratios experienced by title insurers

and the small portion of a title insurance premiim which is placed

in a liability reserve. The unearned preaiwa reserve of a fire or

casualty company is a mirror inage of the preraiu.-as i-nritten because

the entire premiuin must initially be considered unearned. In contrast,

only a sinall percentage of a title insurance premium is tai;en into un-

earned premium reserve, the remainder is considered earned as received.

Thi;is, the liabilities which result from a given level of premium

volume are much less for title insurance companies than for fire or

casualty companies, and a substantially larger title insurance premium

volume could be supported by a given net worth. Determination of just

how much greater has not been made. Instead, the assessment of invest-

ment risk capacity will be based upon the relationship of net worth-

to total liabilities, which will provide a more meaningful comparison

between the various types of insurers.

Comparison of Investment Eisk Capacity

V7e have previously noted that the ratio of net worth to

liabilities for title insurance companies averages about 175 per

cent (Table 25), v;-hile the same ratio for fire and casualty compa-

nies averages less than 100 per cent. These ratios as of December 31,

1963 are compared in Table 29.

If both ratios axe adjusted to allow for the quity in premium

reserves, the advantage in favor of the title insurance companies is

much more pronounced.
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TABLE 29

I>!ET WORTH TO LLABILITIES RATIOS
AS OF rSCSI-BER 31, I963
(DOLLARS IN THOUSAIffiS)

30 Title Insurance
Companies

200 Stock Fire and
Casualty Companies

Net Worth $69,836

Liabilities 39,2^^

Net Worth/Liabilities 178fo

$10,965,321

12,4ifO,i;-23

8&i

Source: Annual Statements for Title Insurance. Best'

Insurance Hevs (April, 196i<-) p. 12, for Fire and Casualty.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the eqiiity in unearned

premium reserve is usually estimated at 40 per cent fox" fire companies

and 35 psr cent for casualty companies. Table 30 was constructed using

an average of 37 •5 psr cent to compute the equity in unearned premii:ra

reserve for the fire and casualty composite, and 97 pe^ cent to com-

pute the equity in statutory premium reserve for the title insurance

companies. The title insurance ratios on this adjusted basis are

almost five times as favorable as the fire and casualty ratios.

The comparison of cash plus bond holdings to liabilities ratios

also shows the title insurance companies to be holding a more conserva-

tive position than fire and casualty companies by a margin of about

60 per cent. (See Table 31.)
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TABLE 30

NET WOHTH TO LIABILITIES RATIOS AFTER ADJUSTMENT
FOR EQUITY IN PREMIUM RESERVES

(DOLLARS IM TIiOU"3A]\IDS)
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Title ins\;Tance companies have 13 •! psr cent of total assets

in demand deposits, as of Deceiaber 31^ 15^3, compared with 3.8 pe^

cent for fire and casualty companies. Yet the liabilities, and

partic-olarly the current payables, of fire and casualty companies

are significantly higher than for title insurance companies. This

very great liquidity of title insurance companies requires an

explanation; the liquidity maintained is in excess of their needs

for liquidity per se, but nevertheless may be justified by oper-

ational, that is, competitive considerations. Banl:s and savings

and loan associations generate a great deal of title insurance busi-

ness through their mortgage -lending operations. There is keen compe-

tition among title insurance companies for this business and one

method of attracting it is the maintenance of substantial deposits

v;-ith banks and savings and loan associations. This "reciprocity" is

another vay of competing for business.

The excessive liquidity of title insurance companies is even

more apparent if adjustment is made for the equity in unearned

premium reserves. Adjusting liabilities to allow for equity in

premium reserves, on the bai;is of 37 '5 per cent for fire and casualty

and 97 P^i* cent for title insxorance com.panies, increases the greater

conservatism (or excessive liq-uidity) of the title insurance position

to a multiple of three (See Table 32.)

It should be noted in passing that the requirement for malcing

deposits of securities with state officials does not increase the

total amount of bonds title insurance companies need to hold. The
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TABIS 32

CASH PLIB BOmS TO LIABILITIES EA.TIOS ALJUST2D

FOR EQUITY IN PREMUM BES3RV2S

30 Title msvirance Best's Stock Firs

Com-canies and Casualty Cos,

Cash plus Bonds 53-5? k3.2^

Liabilities 13-0 i^l.O

Cash plus Bonds/Liabilities ^4-11.

5

117-5

Source: Same as Table 3I adjusted for eq.uity in premium

reserves.

aggregate of all deposits by the 30 title insurance companies vas

$12,38J4-,000 as of Decenber 31, I963. This compares vnLth $39,632,000

for total statutory preraiuia reserves, $61,370,000 for total liabili-

ties, and $67,199,000 of bonds actually held. In other words, there

are other reasons why the bonds normally held would exceed the deposits

required. The deposit requirements simply dictate where the bonds \rill

be held.

Another factor bearing directly on capacity to incur invest-

ment risk is profitability of under^-nriting operations. In this respect,

title insurers are far more favored than fire and casualty underwriters.

The comfortable operating profit margin enjoyed by title insurance

companies is contrasted with the deficit experienced by the fire and

casualty underi-.Titers in Table 33 • Title insurance results are for

the year I963. Fire and casualty data are for the second six months

of 1963. The first si:-: month's deficit was larger.
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TABLE 33

LOSS MD EXPENSE RATIOS, 0PERATII\TG

PROFIT (LOSS) MARGI^:S I963

30 Title Companies 200 Stock Fire and.

Casualty Companies

Loss Ratio 2.9/^ 66.2fj

Expense Ratio 82.5 3^.7

Loss plus Expense 85.^ 100.9

Profit Kaxgin lh.6 (-9)'

^Second-half I963, first half deficit vas 1.5 pe^r cent.

Best's Insvirance News (September, 19^3 £-2id A.pril, 196^4-)

To reiterate and summarize the factors which bear on the

capacity of title insurance companies to incior investment risks as

compared with fire and casualty undervrriters : the -undervjriting risk

is less for title insurers, loss ratios experienced by title insurance

companies historically have been very low in comparison with other

types of insurance; the under-'a-iting profit is good for title insurance

companies, it is often negative for fire and casualty companies; every

test of financial condition shows title insurance companies to possess

greater financial strength; their liquidity needs are less.

All of these circir.istances contribute to a greater capacity

to incur investment risk on the part of title insurers. Without

further belaboring the obvious, we hold Hypothesis No. k to be con-

firmed.
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Criteria for Assessing the Suitability of Investir.ont Folic;/

Hypothesis No. 5 states: Title insurance company investnuDnt

policy is characterized by greater conservatism than necessary for

the reasonable protection of policyholders

.

Our analysis of investrnant policy will be based upon two

assumptions: First, that the goal of an investment policy should be

to achieve the n:a>:i3iujn net rate of return which is consistent with

capacity to incur investment risk and the maintenance of financial

responsibility. Thus, if a higher rate of return can be achieved

with no danger of impairing financial responsibility, it is poor

investment management to be satisfied \r±th a lesser return. Second,

that the average annual rate of return which can be achieved with a

broadly diversified list of high quality common stocks is approxi-

mately 10 per cent. The 10 per cent is the total of dividends paid

plus the appreciation in the price which results from compounding

of retained earnings and normal gro^rth of the economy. It also may

include some price inflation.

The American Institute for Economic Research compiles an

"American A.verage" of investment company performance. The American

Average lncl\ides forty-four prominent investment companies, both

open-end and closed-end, selected to provide a cross-section of typi-

cal, not outstanding, performance. Between I923 and IJoS the average

annual return provided by this American Average, assuming reinvest-

ment of all dividends in additional shares, was in excess of 10.0 per
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cent compounded annually.-^- No further attempt will be made to

substantiate the validity of the assumptions made above ^ but they

are believed to be both reasonable and accurate assertions.

To assess the suitability of title insurance investment policy,

we will compare the percentage of assets invested in common stocks by

title insurance companies with the percentage for fire and casualty

companies. This comparison should indicate whether or not title

insurance companies are m.ore conservative than their financial circiim-

stances warrant. If, in spite of lower underwriting risk, higher

profitability, greater net worth to liabilities ratios, in short,

greater capacity to incur investment risk, title companies neverthe-

less have fewer investment assets devoted to common stocks. Hypothesis

I'lo. 5 will be held to be confirm.sd.

Another criterion of the conservatism of investment policy

will be based upon analysis of the components of net worth. (We have

previously noted that prudence requires that liabilities be appro::i-

mately off-set by cash or high grade bonds.) The components of net

worth as reported by title insurance companies are capital, paid-in

surpli;is, special surplus, and linassigned funds. The assets corres-

ponding to these balance sheet items can be more aggressively employed

than those which off-set liabilities. As for the proportion v;hich

might appropriately be invested in common stocks, vc propose to delete

^-^C. Eussell Doane and Edward J. Hills, Invcstr-.ent Trusts and
Funds Rrom the Investor's Point of View (Great Barrington, Massa-
chusetts: American Institute for Economic Research, 1964), pp. 65-

68.
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the proporoion representing capital for t^-ro reasons. State title

insurance codes normally prohibit investment of capital in conmon

stocks; in addition, capital is the logical sovirce of fujids for

investment in title plant, real estate, and other operating assets

which absorb a larger proportion of the assets of t-.tle insurance

companies than of fire and casualty cosipanies.

The sum of the remaining components of net vorth, i. e,,

paid-in surplus, special surplus and unassigned funds vill be oux

criterion for the amo^ont of assets which might reasonably be invest-

ed in equities. A percentage of comr.on stocks to this total surplus

of less than 50 per cent will be held to confirm Hypothesis IJo. 5;

to show that title insurance company investment policy is characterized

by greater conservatism than is necessary for the reasonable pro-

tection of policyholders.

Assessment of Investment Policy

In addition to greater capacity to incur investment risks,

title insurers have the sam.e incentives as fire and casualty companies

to seek the hedge against inflation and tax advantages offered by

common stock investments.

\Je will first test whether or not title insurance companies

are being overly conservative in their investment policies by com-

paring their commitments to comrnon stocks vrrth those of the fire and

casualty companies. See Table "^k.
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PERCEJJTAGS OF ASSETS IN CCM-ION AUD PEEEEBRED STOCKS

1961 1962 1963

Best's Stock Fire and
Casualty Composite:

Corainon Stocks 38.2/0 35-'+^ 38.3fa

Preferred Stocks 2.5 2.8 2.6

30 Title Insurance
Companies:

Common Stocks I5.5 I5.9 I6.3

Preferred Stocks 1.3 1-5 1.6

Source: Annual statements for title insurance. Best's

Insurance Ilcvrs (November, I963 and Novemoer, 196i|-) P. l4.

The contrast is evident, title insurance companies have less

than half the proportion of assets invested in equities, as the cor.pos-

ite of stock fire and casualty companies. As ve know, fire insurance

companies are able to pursue more aggressive investment policies

than are casxialty \mderi-n?iters . "I-rnen some of the components of the

fire and casualty composite are separately identified, as in Table

35, the great conservatism of title insurance companies is even more

evident.

A breeJcdovm by size of title insurance corapany, as in Table

36, shows that the smallest companies have the lo'.-Test percentage of

assets invested in common stocks. This is to be expected in view of
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TABIS 35

COWm STOCKS P3 PER CSWl OF TOTAL ASSETS

P3 OF ESCSMBER 31, 19o2

Typs of Company ^^^ ^"^^

Fire Undervn.-iting Predominating

29 Stock Companies ^i •

'

Multiple Lines

98 Stock Companies '+-'-•0

Casualty Uader\'n:iting Predominating

22 Stock Companies Zi^.l

Title Ins-orance

30 Companies lp'9

Source: Best's Aggregates and Averages, I963

the problem of getting proper investment advice which is faced by a

small company. Surprisingly, however, the middle-sized companies

show more initiative in the matter of stock investments than do

the largest companies on average.

TABLE 36

C0^2.I0W STOCKS AS PER CENT OF TOTAL ASSETS

TITLE Il^URAUCE COMPANIES

1959 i960 1961 1962 1963

Group A ^'^'P 1^-1^' 16-3^^ ^^-^^ ^^'^^

Group B

Group C

Aggregate

11.8 lij-.2 15.8 23.6 23.1

2.2 7.0 7.^ S.9 5.2

13.2 13.5 15.5 15.9 l<^o

Source: Annual statements.
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The vide veriances between individiial title insxn-ance company's

investment policies are shovm in Table 37. The conpanies are arrayed

in decreasing order of percentage of total assets invested in comr.on

stocks. Company Wo. 13, vhich heads the list, is a special case.

It is a holding company for th^ree subsidiaries all domiciled in

VJashington, D. C. Company No. 30 is also a special case, it is wholly

o-v^ned by the Jim Walter Corporation and has followed a very aggressive

investment policy with rather spectacular success. These are the same

companies which were found heading their respective lists of after-

tax profit rates of return on net worth in Tables 21 and 22. The rates

achieved over the period I959-I963 were in excess of 19 per cent per

annum.

The next four companies listed in Table 37 receive good

marks for investment policy. Their percentages of assets invested

in common stocks exceed the 38.3 per cent of the fire and casualty

composite average.

Realized and unrealized capital appreciation experienced by

the first six companies of Table 37 over the four-year period Decem-

ber 31, 1959, to December 31, I963 are given in Table 38. This period

included two years, I96O and I962, of depressed stock prices and two

years of recovery in prices. Since 1959 ''-^^^ "tke top of a cycle in

stock prices, measuring results from the end of that year to the end

of 1963 shoxjld provide a fair com.parison of resiilts to be expected

from common stock investments.
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TABLE 37

COMMON STOCKS AS ?SK CBIvPT OP TOTJ^i ASSETS
AS OF lECEI.SER 31, I963
(DOLLARS M TH0U3AKES)

Company Niunber
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T^iBLH; 38

CAPITAL APPESCIATION FROM Y3AR-S1F.D 1959
TO YEAR-EIG) I963

(DOLLABS JM THOUSANDS)

13
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TA3IE 39

CAPITAL APPEECL^TION AS A PER CEIIT OF
BEGIM^ING KST WORTli

(DOLLARS IN TEOUSAI^IDS)

Company
Number
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TABLE )+0

COMMON STOCKS AS PER CEin? OF KET WORTH
AS OF D3CEM3ER 31, I962

Type of Insurer Per Cent

Fire Undervnriting Predominating
29 Stock Companies 89/0

Multiple Lines
98 Stock Companies 88

Casualty Under^/zriting Predominating
22 Stock Companies 75

Title Insurance

30 Companies 26

Source: Best's Aggregates and Averages, 19^3

•

Total surplus consists of paid-in surplus, special surplus and un-

assigned funds. We exclude capital vhen applying the criterion that

at least 50 per cent of total surplus should be invested in corcnon

stocks.

A total of nine title insurance companies get good marks under

this criterion. Hovrever, tvreaty-one companies fail the test, and a

total of thirteen companies have less than 5.0 per cent of surplus in

corrj-non stocks.

On the basis of the tvro tests apxjlied to tlj^'pothesis Ho. 5,

vre conclude that the hypothesis is confirmed.

Title insurance companies are folloiring investment policies

vzhich are far more conservative than their operating results, financial

condition, and ta:-: status warrant. The policies follovred would be

appropriate for financial corporations having a much smaller ratio of
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TiffllE kl

COMON STOCKS AS A PEE CEIviT OF SURPLUS
AS OF ESCEMBER 31, I963
(DOLLAES IN THOUS.flJffiS)

Company
Number

Common Stock
Investments

Surplus Stocks/
Surplus

13
6

30
Ik

15
17
20

3
11

5
10
8
1

21
18
k
2

23
28
22

9
7

16
12

19
24
25
26
27
29

$1,644
4,108

440

1,237
1,117

715
261

6,349
792

2,298
1,347

650
3,278
102
54

638
1,915

18
18
9

9

$ 240
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net worth to liabilities. The objection to over-conservative invest-

ment policy is that a high preniuci, in tercis of investrcent income

foregone, is paid for safety of principal in dollars. Acceptance of

greater fluctuations in investment values would net a substantially

higher return and provide greater safety in terras of purchasing

power

.



CHAPTER VII

STB24AJ^ Al© CONCLUSIONS

The principal objective of this vork, solution of Problems I

and II, as posed in the Introduction, has been accomplirhed.

Concisely, \ie have found that: (l) the risks inherent in

title insurance underv/riting are lov; (2) the profitability of the

title insurance business is not high but it is satisfactory; (3) the

capability of title insurers to meet their financial obligations is

very high; (^i-) the capacity of title insurance companies to incur in-

vestment risk is markedly greater than for other insurers; and (5) in

spite of findings (l) through (k) above, and the fact that title in-

surers have the same incentives as other non-life companies to capitalize

on the advantages common stock investments provide, most title insurance

companies follovr a highly conservative investment policy—more conserva-

tive than is warranted by their operating results and financial circum-

stances, and more than is necessary for maintenance of financial

responsibility and protection of policyholders.

Simmar?/" of Specific !Pindinps

In Chapter IV, ue determined that a very low degree of risk

is inherent in the underwriting of land titles, vhcn th:; risks are

carefully examined and selected as is the title insurance industry

practice. Title losses are only about 3-0 per cent of operating

- 144 -
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revenues, although this represents a slight increase over historical

experience. The increase is due to broaderj2d coverage afforded under

mortgasee policies^ and the impact of inflation on costs of title

claims. The national companies, vhich are exposed to greater under-

i-nriting risks because of their use of approved attorneys and ab-

stracter agents, grew at a compound rate of 9.6 per cent per year

between 1959 s.rA I963, while local companies, which have the lo'./est

loss incidence, grew at a rate of only 3.2 per cent per year. The

growing proportion of total industry business done by the natiorxal

companies has also contributed to the increased loss ratios experienced

by the industry.

In Chapter V, i/e found a normal degree of profitability

for the title insurance business. Operating and administrative

expenses averaged about 83.6 per cent of operating revenues over

the 1959-1963 period. Combined with the loss ratio of 3.O per cent

for our industry sample, this left an operating profit margin of

13.4 per cent.

Tlie amount of operating assets needed for the title insurance

business is modest in proportion to the operating revenues produced.

The operating profit rate on operating assets averaged 26.5 per cent

for the five-year period.

The after-ta>: rate of return on net worth is reduced belovr

the level indicated by the operating profit rate because of the large

amount of assets (about 73 P^r cent of the total) devoted to invest-

ments and producing a rather low rate of ret^orn. Conversely, the
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aCtf^r-l.T-x rate Ifl holjied by thn tax-favorod t.roatmi:>ni <'C noni'-> ])f>rh1nnn

of invp.otiiK'Mit income and by blio annet lovornf;f afrordotl by viTl-,iir« nf

tho fact that IncomG-earTilng Investment n "xcer>(| not worth,

Wltli the above factors at work, tho afbnr-tax return on not

woi"tli was found to average 8.9 per cent for the 1959--T-963 period.

Operating revenues Increased at an averaRe annual oonipo\ind rate of

9.0 per cent between .1959 a^'icl 1963* The growth In net prof Its 1 p+cged

Bomewliat at 5*9 P^r cent p«r year.

Of the thirty companies in the industry sample only on<^

experienced an operating deficit during the five-y^ar p'^riod, but

this company had deficits in four of the five ypars. Title claimo

were responsible for oaly $6,000 of operating Ioss'^b totaling p)'},{X)0

over the iv^riod. Tliis company's operating revenues df»elined str-adily

from .1;'t05,000 in I959 to ^S-l 2,000 in IQ63, in contrast to the growth

typical of the title insurance industry. Ev:id«»ntly this company fail-

ed to reduce oj.)erabing and administrative expenses in line witlt

reduced revenues.

The capability of the title insurance industry to met its

financial obligations was determine<l to be very liigii. A large cunhion

of net worth exists. Net worth averaged about 175 P^r cent, of liabili-

ties. Cash plus bond lioldingo were equal to I'lU j'-^r c^nt of liabili-

ties, including statutory premiujn reserves, y<->t-, title insurnnor.

companies liave a lai-ge eqiaity in their premiujn reserves. Tiie relation-

ship of cash plus bonds to liabilities represents a more liq>ild

position than is necessary in view of the nature of the liabilities.
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Some of t.lifi excosRive .liquidity in due to "reciprocity" rloponltfi with

banks, a nieano of vying foir tho tltlft Innaranco buoin'-oB generaterl by

the banks.

Earnings available for payment of losoes aggregated 3*3 times

total losses incurred during the period 1959 through 19^3 • Thlrs was

after payment of losses and setting aside additions to premium re-

serves eqiial to 128 per cent of losses.

Total statutory premium reserves as of December 31^ ^9^3/

wore three and one-half times the total losses incurred during the

previous five years.

In Chapter VI, we discovered that title insiu-ance companies

maintain a far more conservative investment position than fii*e and

casualty underwriters, in spite of the much sui^erior underwriting

results and financial circujnstances of the former.

Title insiurance companies averaged only l6.3 por cent of

total assets invested in common stocks compared with 39-3 l'f*r cent

for a composite average of fire and casualty companies. Fire insur-

ance companies averaged '4-7.7 i-*^!" cent of assets In common stocks as

of December 31» 19^2. A fire insurance company's capacity to inciu:

investment risk is greater tiian that of a casual ty company, but it

is less than that of a title insurance company, due to the magnitude

and nature of the respective liabilities. Fire and casu;\lty companies

have larger liabilities in proportion to net worth than do title

insurance companies, and a larger proportion of fire and casualty

company liabilities are current payables In the form of loss reserves.
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Thio makoe the greater conB-^rvatlBin of tltlo ineixranre i nve o t-.ii." nt

policy extrninoly diffinvLTt to JuBtlfy.

Not counting two title Inouraucp cornpanleB w'nlnh arp non-

typical for Bix?cia3. reasons, orOy four companies were found to ex-

ceed the composite fire and casualty company percentage of asnets

in common stocks.

Title insurance companies were found to have the equivalent

of only 26.0 per cent of net worth (policyholder's surplus) inveebpd

in common stocks, in contrast to 89 per cent for predominantly fire

insurance companies, 88 per cent for multiple line companies, and 75

per cent for casualty companies.

Critical Appraisal of Investmont Policy

The highly conservative invesbment policy f0I ] owiid by most

title insurance companies is hard to defend in view of tlT'ir low

underwriting risks, very satisfactory nnflervnriting profits, low

liquidity requirements, large cushion of neh worth, anri tax stat^ro.

Tiie evidence of each of these ibcms favorn a more agKressivp iDvent-

ment policy as the appropriate one undor the circumstances.

Naturally, if an insurance comj>aiiy faeos IiJrIi imderwrltinK

risk its capacity to incur investment risk is .lessened. The converse

is equally true. Tlie very low loss ratios exiierlenced by title

insurance companies place them in a strong position to incur rpasonabji

investment risk in expectation of realizing a higtier return on

investments.
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Thi.n GonclURion Ib onforcrid by tbo h i.r.lily onl; bifarhory

op'Tubing profits nclilcvod by tho t.1.t3e insvij-n.iicQ .1.ii'liic;l;ry. fV-otlnf;

ciuTont looses and claims payable presents ao liquidity i)rob.lom,

bocaiino of the small magnitude of these payables in proportion bo

operating profits and to cash in banlc. Losses and claims payable

average about 17 pc^r cent of the former and .11 per cent of the latter.

Nor are catastrophic losses even a remote possibility for title in-

surers. The practice of reinsuring excess losses is well established

in the industry.

Witli net worth equal to 175 P^^ cent of liabilities, title

insurance compaiiy assets could decline 60 ijcx* cent in value before

tliroatening insolvency. This provides a much wider margin than neces-

sary for the norm;il fluctuations in coimnuu o'oock valutas wliich occur

over a business cycle.

Our sample of title insurance companies I'aid federal income

taxes for I963 <it an effective rate of '+3 V^^ cent. Tivis makop tax-

exempt bonds attractive to these companies, but they are not fu.l]y

exploiting the great tax advantages wiiicli investmentn in commou and

preferred stocks provide. Eigiity-five per cent of Inter-corporate

dividends ai-o exempted from federal income taxation. On the remain-

ing 15 jier cent regvilar corporate income tax rates af>ply. Forty-

three per cent (the effective rate of taxation) of 15 V^-^ cent gives

an effective rate of taxation on dividoiiil income of 6.5 p^i" cent.

Of course, the marginal rate of toxatioii would be higher than the

average h'^ per cent, but the maximvun effective taxation rate on
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corporc^tr* rlivi'lond iTir^onio is 7-5 J^r ff^ni". (SO j'or n^nt, ninxlmmn

corpornto inconio lax I'nto, of 15 i«r oot»l,) .

This fnvorabD.p taxn.tjnii rn\.(^ nun hr iXJuptrntf^'l by <?ompnr1nf^

thn nrtnr-tax r'^turn re a] 17,0(1 from fvOly 1,o.xah]<=> bon'1 InhT^r.fc vthli

thp after-tax return from preforirjcl rllvl<l'"'niiB. ARRnmln/:', i\n Inf^om"

tax rate of '+3 P^r c^nt, the after-tax return from a '*.0 per cent bond

is 2.?8 per cent, while the after-tax return from a hlpl) quality pre-

ferred stock with a dividend yield of '+.5 i^r eent in h.P. per epiit.

In spite of this advantage to after-tax income, our pample title

jnourance companies had only 1.6 \>rx ront of ansetB invRt'^ri in pre-

ferred stocks.

In addition, most of the .lonp-run retvirn from common ntocks

is in tlie form of appreciation in market value. Tlie appreciation

resalts from employment of retained <^arningR, nornia.1 expannion of

tlie economy, and price inflation. Capital appreciation in also

very favorably taxed. If the appreciation ia realir.ed as resuJt of

sale after a six-montlis ho.ldinf^ iierio«i, the pain is taxed at oue-

ha]f of regular income tax rates. ThiR woald be on erf-^etivp rate

of between ?1.5 j)er cent (half of 'i3 per ce)it - tiie average taxation

rate) and 25 per cent - the maximum long-term capital gainw rate.

But the tax advantagen inherent in eommon Btock InvontnK^ntn

are greater than imp] ied by tlio favored treatment aecorrled inter-

corporate dividends and realized long-term gainn. Title inom-anon

companies are in a most favorable position to be long-term inv^Rtorr.,

to buy high quality common stocks ami hold tiiem for capitsLL appreciation.
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Unrealized capital gains are not subject to income taxes (capital

gains are not ta>:ed ixntil realized); therefore the ta:-: liability can

be postponed indefinitely. As long as corsnon stock investment is

considered to be a satisfactory holding^ there is no reason for its

sale

.

Under title insurance accounting procedure, corimion stocks are

carried at market value. Increases in market value are debited to

the asset value and credited to surplus, thus contributing directly

to building up the net vrorth of the company. This is exactly the

strategy that has been employed by fire and casualty undsr\-nriters to

increase their unden^nriting base, i. e., their surplus, in the face

of underiTi'iting losses and payment of a large proportion of invest-

ment income as dividends to stockholders. Without large conmion stock

investments fire and casualty companies could not have increased their

capital and sm-plus fast eno-ogh to support the rapidly expanding volume

of premiur.is -(nritten during the post-World-War II period.

Inflation takes a heai'y toll of underi'/riters who must satisfy

their claims in dollars of current value. Insurance adjusters, juries

and courts naturally make settlements in terms of current purchasing

po"vrcr, which means more dollars per claim under conditions of price

inflation. In this respect, title insurers are adversely affected

by price inflation just as are other non-life unden-Triters. The

assets they have invested in fixed-income debt securities are losing

value in terms of purchasing power at approximately the rate at which

price iiiflation is progressing.
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Common stocks represent an equity in ownnrphip of thinc.^

rather tlmn monoy, and thingfl tond to fipprecinto :i n valuo In t'^r.ns

of a depreciating currency. Common otock inveotments represent a

call on the earnings of a business enterprise, and businesses are

usually able to raise the prices of their pro-iucts or services 'hur-

ing inflationary iieriods to maintain tlieir profit margins. No less

than fire and casualty Insurers, title insurance companies need the

hedge against inflation wliich is provided by cnminon stock invest-

ments.

Title insurance companies are in a favorable position to

acquire common stocks under a dollsx cost averaging plan. Ry

scheduling investments in common stocks at regular intervals, for

example, each ninety days, and investing the same dollar amount,

e. g., $50,000 each time, advantage nan be taken of fluctuai.ions in

the market prices of stocks. That is, investment of the same f^oUar

amount each period will insure that a larger n\w)ber of sliares are

purchased at times when prices are low tlrnn ab times when prices are

high. Over a business cycle the avern^e cost of tlie shares acquired

will be less than the average of share prices at the times wlien

purchases were made.

Title insurance companies are also in a favorable position

to use other types of formula plans that are designeii to increase

commitments to cojiunon stocks wiien stock prices are low and decrease

commitments when stock prices are hip;i. Such plans may eitlier be

tied to an index, such as a stock price index, or to the relative
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value of portfolio securities. For example, the percentage of

common stocks within a portfolio may be maintained at a prescribed

ficure such as 50 per cent. If stocks experience a strong upturn

in price, the percentage of stock values to the total portfolio

will increase above 50 per cent, and some will bo sold (at high

prices) to bring the proportion back to the goa].. Conversely, if

stock prices decline, the percentage of stock values to the total

portfolio will decline below 50 per ceiit. This calls for purchasing

additional common stocks (at prevailing Dow j-trices) to restore tlie

portfolio to the desired position. With a risir\g asset base, that

is, steadily increasing funds available for investment, the timing

of acquisitions only could be formula jOanned; thin woald avoid

taxes on realized capital gains. Instead of sellxng stocks after a

rise in stock prices, purchases wou-ld simply be stoppeil until the

growth of assets and investments brought the percentage in eonuDon

stocks back into line.

By planning dollar averaging parcliases over tlie busin^'sn

cycle and adjusting coinjiiitments to coiiuuon stocks in accordance witli

a formiaa plan, it is difficult to see liow title Insiurance companies

could fail to imp)rove their investment i<^rformance. As it is they

are selling "short" a stake in tlio growth and prosi*>rity of the

American economy.

The failure to make larger commitments to common stocks

cannot be Justified as the resvat of statutory restrictions on

investments, nor on the requireiiHsnts for deposits of seciirities
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with state officials. Most companies' investment policies ore far

more conservative than statutory provlniono require, and total

security deposits are only a fraction of bonds and other eligibile

securities actually held.

There are undoubtedly several reasons far the higiay conserva-

tive investment policies followed by most title insui-ance companies.

Among the caiujes might be included tl^e customs and/or influence of

banlcs and trust companies with which many title insvurance companies

have been affiliated in the past if not at present. Tliere is the

problem of getting proper investn^nt advice. Most title insurance

companies are not large enough to Justify employinent of a staff of

investment analysts. But there are other soua-ces of investment

advisory services, which are appropriate to their circiwstances, and

failure to engage proper investment counsel is a costD.y error.

The most important reason is probably that, because of satis-

factory underwriting profits, title insurance companies have not

been forced by hard necessity to make better use of their invesomont

assets. Rate regulation has been gently applied for the most part

and has not squeezed out underwriting profits and forced attention

to the indifferent investment results being achieved.
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TABLIi; h?.

INDTVntU/VL COMPANY AGGREGAni': LOSSES, PREMIUMS EARNED AriD 'i'OTAI.

OPERATING INCOME FOR TilE FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1959-1963
(TtlOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Coriij'any
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TABLF, h3

LOSSES, PliKMTUMS, AND TOTAL OraRATING INCOME
BY YEAI^S Arm FIVE -YE AI^ TOTALS

(THOUSANDS OF DOLT.AHS)
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tabu; '+^

LOSSES, PREMIlff'IS, ATTD TOTAL oraRATJNG INCOME F'OR

TIE FIVE-YEAJ-i PEHIOD 1959-19<53

(THOi;SANDS OP" DOLLAHS)

Company
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rABIE V

LOSSES, PREMIUMS, Arm TOTAL Ol'F.IWriNG INCOME
YEAR - 1959

(THOUSANDS OF DOLLAJ^S)

Company
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TABLE kG

LOSSES, PREMIUMS, AND TOTAT. OPERATING INCOME
YEAR - i960

(thousands of dollars)

Company
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TABIJ5 hi

LOSSES, PREMIUMS, AND TOTAL 01-ERATIKG INCOME

YEAl^ - 1961
(THOUSANDS OF DOLI^^S)

Company
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TABLE i|8

LOSSES, PEEMIUMS, AND TOTAL OPERATITffi INCOME
YEAR - 1962

(THOUSANDS OF DOLIJVRS)

Company
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TABLE h9

LOSSES, PREMIUMS; Aim TOTAL OPERATING INCOME
YEAR - 1963

(tholbands of dollars)

Company
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TABLE 50

OPERATING lEOFITS AI^JD AGGF.TS

(THOIJSANIB OF DOLIJU^S)

Period
1959-1963 1959 i960 1961 1962 19^.3

Group A
Profits $ 1*2,199 $ 8,035 ^ 6,007 $ 7.536 $ 9,765 ^.10,836
Assets l'i5A09 22,139 26,691 29,'»01 32,372 3'^,506

Group B
Profits 6,971 1,3'^6 1,036 1,006 1,523 2,060
Assets 30;867 5,585 5,557 6,)*09 6,6)<8 6,668

Group C

Profits 2,168 570 359 459 305 );76
Assets 17,658 3,004 3,620 3,745 3,927 3,362

Ageregate
Profits 51,338 9,95] 7,402 9,000 11,613 13,37?
Assets 193,634 30,728 35,668 39,555 42,947 44,536

Source: Annual statements.
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TABLE 51

INVESTMSrn? IKCOiME AND IWVESW-EM? ASSETS
(THOIBAKDS OF DOLLARS)

Period
1959-1963 1959 i960 1961 1962 1963

Group A
Income $ 12,573 $ l,8l'+ $ 2,265 $ 2,523 $ 2,79^ $ 3,177
Assets 378,835 64,285 61+, 6)42 75A56 79,132 95,620

Group B
Income 2,600 h62 504 ii75 575 58^+

Assets 66,206 9,512 11,681 12,366 15,l6i+ 17,'^83

Group C

Income 905 127 286 I96 I86 3.10

Assets 33,912 5,886 5,863 6,687 7,^+7^ 8,002

Aggregate
Income l6,078 2,1^03 3,055 3,19^ 3,555 3,871
Assets 1+78,953 79,683 82,186 94,209 101,770 121,105

So'urce: Annual statements.
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TAI^LE 52

AFTER-TAX rROFITS AND NET WORTHS
1959-1963

(TIIOU5ANJX3 OF DOLLARS)

Company
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TABLE 53

APTER-TM PROFITS AND NET WORTHS
1959

(THOIBAMDS OF DOLLARS)

'•' " .._,.,.,.„,„,-,

Company Number
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TADIE 5J+

AITEB-TAX PROFn'G AND NET WORTHS

i960
(thousands of DOLIJU^S)

Company Number
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TABIJ3 55

AiTER-TAX PROFITS AND KRT WORTHS
1961

(THOUSANDS OF DOLLAJ^S)

Company Number After-Tax Profits Net V/orth

2 ^1^3 6,0't-8

3 785 12,276
4 1,029 8,235
5 238 l,2h3
6 in8 't.,9C)8

7 250 2,574
8 ^17 3,074

9 51 1,960
10 457 4,353
11 117 2,379
12 72 954
13 49 491
14 132 1,438
15 154 1,730
16 129 l,8'i2

17 129 1,399
18 52 485

19 49 951
20 143 898
21 93 1,033
22 41 935
23 -23 808
24 70 789
25 32 779
26 30 757
27 3 254
28 46 523
29 12 399
30 146 503

Source: Annual statements.
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TABLE 56
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TABIfi 57

APISR-TAX PROFITS AITO NET WORTPIS

1963
(TIIuUSAflDS OF DOLLARS)

r •., ".. ! 1 .
J' I'r i-tJ in

Company Number
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a:iABLE 58

LIABILITIES AND MET WOETH
(THOUSAWIDS OF DOLLARS)
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TABLE 59

COM>ION STOCKS AND TOTAL ASSETS
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
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